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Abstract

In this research, new theory regarding the a priori calculation of variance and
efficiency of a neutron transport Monte Carlo simulation is introduced. Equa-
tions describing the expected variance and number of collisions of a neutron
history are used to construct a cost function. The cost function can be min-
imized to obtain an optimal choice of weight window thresholds and/or an
optimal choice of a source biasing function in a simulation containing both
Russian roulette and splitting, implemented in weight windows.

The theory is verified by applying it to a number of sample cases under
the restriction of a two-directional model for the neutron transport, which
allows for exact analytical solutions. From a minimum in the cost function it
is shown that an optimal choice of weight window thresholds and an optimal
source biasing function exists for a specific simulation and can be given a
priori.

Attention is also given to the possibility of numerical solutions of the vari-
ance and number of collisions equations by means of existing deterministic
neutron transport code systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Although somewhat obscured from everyday life, nuclear technology plays an
important role in modern day society. Medical imaging and cancer treat-
ment with radiation both rely on nuclides produced in nuclear facilities and of
course, a substantial part of worldwide electricity needs is fulfilled by power
generated in nuclear reactors, see Fig. 1.1. Growing concerns about carbon
emissions, slow progress in solar and wind technology and diminishing tradi-
tional resources have sparked renewed interest in nuclear energy as a viable
alternative to traditional power generation methods for the foreseeable future.

Safety issues are always a major concern when it comes to nuclear facilities
and having a thorough knowledge of the processes taking place in such facilities
is therefore a necessity. Because of the risks and high costs involved in running
real life experiments, nuclear scientists investigating these processes resort to
computer simulations in most cases. These simulations should of course yield
accurate results, preferably within as short a time as possible and with a cost
as low as possible.

While there are many research fields within the nuclear sciences it is the
transport of neutrons in a nuclear reactor core that is key to the way the
reactor will behave, and it is the computer simulation of neutron transport,
by means of the Monte Carlo technique, this research focuses on.

Besides Monte Carlo there are a number of deterministic methods to simu-
late neutron transport. These methods usually involve performing some form
of numerical analysis to the equation governing neutron transport and describe
what the neutrons will do on average. Examples are the ’finite elements’ tech-
nique [Vermolen, van Kan, and Segal, 2008] or the ’discrete ordinates’ method
[Dunderstadt and Hamilton, 1976]. One advantage of these treatments is that
the solution, if sufficiently accurate, provides full information about the system
being studied. One disadvantage is that complicated geometries are usually
hard to handle.
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Evolution of worldwide electricity generation by fuel (TWh)

Thermal
Nuclear
Hydro
Others∗

Figure 1.1: Evolution of worldwide electricity generation, International Energy
Agency http://www.iea.org/textbase/nppdf/free/2007. In 2005 the total worldwide
energy contribution of nuclear was 15.2%.
∗Includes geothermal, solar, waste, and renewables.

1.1 The Monte Carlo simulation method

The Monte Carlo method is in essence a stochastic procedure for solving deter-
ministic problems. This statement is as general as the applications of Monte
Carlo simulation and it is therefore hard to give a more specific definition.
What lies at the heart of Monte Carlo is the notion of random sampling.
Samples may be drawn from a parent population, which may describe some
physical process, with procedures governed by specific probability laws. By
performing statistical analysis1 on these samples, inferences about the parent
population can be made. In case of neutron transport, the average behaviour
of the neutrons in the parent population is inferred from the average behaviour
of individual, simulated neutrons as we will see later on.

Suppose, as an example, that we want to estimate the value of π. A
possible ’real life’ Monte Carlo simulation would be to draw a square around
a circle on the floor and to randomly scatter some rice grains on the floor.
By performing the random scattering we’ve drawn, in a mathematical sense,
from a uniform distribution of positions contained by the square and circle.
Since we have deterministic expressions for the areas of both the circle and
the square we know that the ratio of the number of grains in the circle to
the number of grains in the square must, as the number of grains tends to
infinity, tend to πr2/(2r)2 = π/4. This ratio multiplied by four may therefore
be considered a Monte Carlo estimate of π. A more sensible method would
be to simply evaluate the expression or to let a computer do the hard work of

1Readers who are unfamiliar with statistical concepts like variance and bias are advised
to consult appendix A for an introduction to elementary statistical analysis
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counting the rice grains. Two such calculations are shown in Fig. 1.2.
Estimating π in this way may seem a lot of work for little gain, and in-

troducing randomness is generally a bad idea when simple problems are con-
cerned. It is only when the processes that have to be simulated become very
complex, as is the case in neutron transport, and the number of dimensions
increases that Monte Carlo unveils its true potential.

The Monte Carlo method is believed to have been developed at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory when computers first made their appearance in
the scientific field. The mathematics of Monte Carlo was however developed
at a much earlier stage. The name ”Monte Carlo” was popularized by physics
researchers Stanislaw Ulam, Enrico Fermi, John von Neumann, and Nicholas
Metropolis, among others; the name is supposed to be a reference to the Monte
Carlo Casino in Monaco where Ulam’s uncle would borrow money to gamble
[MacKeown, 1997].

Complicated, real-life processes like neutron transport are usually governed
by ’known’ probability laws. In principle it is possible to incorporate these
same laws in the Monte Carlo simulation. If this is the case we will talk of an
analog simulation; an abstraction of the real life process itself. The conceptual
simplicity of analog simulation may be seen as one of Monte Carlo’s biggest
merits.

On the other hand the probability laws may be wholly artificial; designed
for some specific purpose. Usually it is a mix between the two, because analog
simulation may be very inefficient in some cases. Suppose for example that one
wants to study rare events in some system. These rare events will obviously
also be rare in the mathematical analog of the system. Vast stores of data
may contain little useful information, leading to a high variance (statistical
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Figure 1.2: Two Monte Carlo simulations for obtaining an estimate of π are shown.
The left figure is for 100 ’rice grains’, leading to an estimate of π̂ = 2.8, and the right
for 104 grains, leading to an estimate of π̂ = 3.12. A simulation with 109 grains yields
an estimate of π̂ = 3, 14159, which is close to the real value of π = 3, 14159265..
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spread) in the estimate following from the simulation. Nothing however pre-
vents one from continuing the abstraction by distorting the probability laws
such that the samples collected during simulation will contain more useful
information. The only restriction is that the final estimate should be without
bias. Simulations containing such modifications will be called non-analog.

Over the years there have evolved a multitude of non-analog techniques in
the Monte Carlo treatment of neutron transport, all of which aim to reduce
the variance and/or to boost the efficiency of a simulation. The researcher is
left with the possibility of choosing a strategy for the computation at hand. In
practice this usually amounts to making decisions by heuristic arguments and
by ’rules of thumb’, knowing only after the simulation finishes if the decisions
about the strategy were truly the right ones.

It turns out that, as will be shown in later chapters, it is possible to calcu-
late the variance and efficiency of a particular Monte Carlo simulation strategy
for neutron transport a priori, as opposed to a posteriori (estimated from the
samples collected during simulation). This brings forth the possibility of an-
alyzing, comparing and optimizing different strategies before performing the
actual simulation and it is exactly that what this research aims to accomplish.

The reason that Monte Carlo simulation has become such a wide spread
tool in nuclear reactors analysis is that it has some advantages over deter-
ministic methods. The level of accuracy which can be reached in performing
calculations of some aspects of a reactor is unparalleled. This is largely due
to the fact that, in principle, even very complicated geometries can be used
as an input for the simulation. In deterministic simulations this is simply not
possible due to the complex nature of the equations involved. A Monte Carlo
simulation furthermore ’focuses on one aspect’ of the system. For example,
the criticality of the reactor or the flux of neutrons in some part of the reactor
may be calculated, whereas deterministic simulations provide the solution to
the equations in the entire system and therefore give full information about
the problem at hand. Of course, full information may or may not be desirable.
Also, Monte Carlo is generally slower than deterministic methods and time-
dependent Monte Carlo is still in an infant stage. That’s why both practices,
Monte Carlo and deterministic simulations, are in use and are undergoing
research today.

Details on the mathematical treatment of Monte Carlo for neutron trans-
port will follow in chapter 3. If interested in other Monte Carlo methods like
quantum Monte Carlo or Monte Carlo for statistical mechanics, the reader is
advised to consult [Thijssen, 2007].

1.2 Scope and goals of this research

This work strives to present and validate both existing and new theory re-
garding the a priori calculation of variance and efficiency for Monte Carlo
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simulations of neutron transport in a way that is complete, readable and has
practical significance.

In order to arrive at such theory, chapter 2 provides an introduction to
neutron transport in integral form, suitable for Monte Carlo implementation.
Also, concepts like adjoint operators and equations are introduced. Chapter
3 deals with the Monte Carlo solution to these transport problems and lays
the foundation, in terms of notation and concepts like scoring and sampling,
for later chapters.

In chapter 4, equations necessary for the a priori calculation of variance and
efficiency are derived. New theory is introduced regarding the calculation of
the number of collisions as a measure of computational effort and the variance
for a simulation containing both splitting and Russian roulette. From the
expressions derived in chapter 4, a cost function is constructed which may be
minimized to obtain an optimal choice of weight window thresholds. Although
expressions are also derived for the more generally used track-length estimator,
the emphasis lies on simulations in which the response is estimated using a
collision estimator. This yields more appealing results and allows for analytic
solutions more readily.

Chapter 5 provides a number of analytic sample cases to which the theory
is applied. A simplified neutron transport model, in which neutrons are only
allowed to move in two directions, is introduced. Solutions are provided to
the equations necessary for the minimization of cost.

Chapter 6 then provides specific solutions to the sample cases from chapter
5; both a priori, by means of exact analytic solutions, as well as a posteriori, by
means of estimates from actual Monte Carlo simulations. From the minimum
in the cost function an optimal choice of weight window thresholds is obtained.
The possibility of source biasing is also explored and verified.

For the practical implementation of the theory presented in this work, it
is necessary to be able to solve the equations describing efficiency by means of
existing deterministic neutron transport codes. Existing codes generally solve
an integro-differential transport equation. In chapter 7 it is demonstrated
how the integral equations derived in this work may be transformed into an
integro-differential form that may be suitable.

Since it is the physical nature of the Monte Carlo technique for neutron
transport that is most appealing, the author tries to approach the abstract
theory from an intuitive, physical point of view rather than providing a formal
mathematical derivation of all relevant equations. Hopefully this will lead to
a readable and even enjoyable work.





Chapter 2

Integral neutron transport
theory

For Monte Carlo purposes, the most common form of the equation describing
neutron transport, an integro-differential equation commonly referred to as
the Boltzmann equation [Dunderstadt and Hamilton, 1976], is not well suited
and it is because of this fact that the transition is made to describing neutron
transport in a purely integral form. The following sections provide an intro-
duction to this integral neutron transport theory; emphasizing the physical
nature of the processes involved while doing so. This will prove convenient
when making the transition to the more abstract theory treated in chapter
4. Also, concepts from adjoint theory will be presented and the necessary
notation will be introduced.

2.1 Preliminaries

To fully describe a neutron in a mathematical sense, one would need its posi-
tion in space r, its velocity v and its point in time t. In nuclear reactor physics
it has become customary to adopt more convenient variables, although entirely
equivalent, for the velocity of the neutron. The velocity vector is essentially
decomposed into two components; one characterizing the neutron speed and
the second the direction of motion of the neutron.
The speed is characterized by the kinetic energy of the neutron

E =
1
2
m|v|2 (2.1)

The direction is characterized by a unit vector in the direction of motion of
the neutron

Ω =
v

|v|
(2.2)

9
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A point in the phase space will from now on be represented as follows

P = (r,Ω, E) (2.3)

in which the time variable t is left out here because Monte Carlo calculations
are mainly concerned with stationary problems.

The variable that is most commonly used in nuclear reactor physics is the
angular neutron flux

φ(P ) =
the number of neutrons per unit energy range
and unit solid angle passing through a surface
with normal Ω at P

In nuclear reactor calculations one is generally interested in some physical
property of the system, like the flux of neutrons in some part of the reactor or
the dose rate in some volume of material. We shall call this quantity R and
refer to it as the detector response. Formally, R is a functional or weighted
integral of some response or payoff function η(P ) and a solution function φ(P ).

R =
∫
η(P )φ(P )dP (2.4)

The solution function φ(P ) may be the angular neutron flux. The payoff
function η(P ) then determines what the integral represents.

Cross sections

A concept of importance in nuclear reactor theory is that of cross sections;
see [Bell and Glasstone, 1970] or [Dunderstadt and Hamilton, 1976] for a full
account. One can define the microscopic cross section σ [cm2] as

σ =
Number of reactions/nucleus/sec

Number of incident neutrons/cm2/sec
(2.5)

The total microscopic cross section σt represents the sum over all cross sections
of some interaction type, here denoted by the subscript j. j may for example
represent elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, fission, or any other distinct
interaction.

σt =
∑
j

σj = σe + σin + σnα + ... (2.6)

We define the absorption cross section to characterize any event other than
scattering (also including fission)

σa = σt − σs (2.7)

For the purposes of this thesis it is more convenient to abandon the concept
of the microscopic cross section and adopt the macroscopic cross section Σ
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[cm−1] as the characterization of interaction types. If the matter consists of
components denoted by subscript A, then the total macroscopic cross section
is the weighted sum of the microscopic cross sections of interaction type j and
component A

Σt(r, E) =
∑
A

NA(r)
∑
j

σj,A(E) (2.8)

in which NA(r) represents the atomic number density of nuclide A and σj,A(E)
denotes the microscopic cross section of interaction type j, provided nuclide
A. Note that the macroscopic cross section is written as a function of space
and energy and not of direction. For practically all applications in nuclear
reactor analysis this simplification holds. For notational convenience how-
ever, we might sometimes write Σt(P ). The macroscopic total cross section
Σt represents the probability of interaction per unit distance traveled. The
reciprocal of this quantity is therefore the neutron mean free path. We can
ease notation even further by introducing a partial macroscopic cross section

Σj,A(r, E) = NA(r)σj,A(E) (2.9)

with which Eq. (2.8) reduces to

Σt(r, E) =
∑
A

∑
j

Σj,A(r, E) (2.10)

In case of an interaction, the particle may undergo a change in direction
and energy. For neutrons with direction Ω′ and energy E′ we define the
differential cross section as

Σj(r,Ω′ → Ω, E′ → E) = Σj(r, E′)pj(Ω′ → Ω, E′ → E) (2.11)

in which pj(Ω′ → Ω, E′ → E)dΩdE represents the probability that the neu-
tron coming out of the interaction of type j has a direction Ω in dΩ and
energy E in dE. For elastic scattering this probability is normalized to unity.

To incorporate fission we introduce ν(r, E) as the average number of neu-
trons produced by a fission at r caused by a neutron of energy E. The criti-
cality of a reactor can be conveniently defined as

keff =
Number of neutrons in generation i+ 1

Number of neutrons in generation i
(2.12)

2.2 Integral transport equations

The equation describing neutron transport most common to nuclear physicists
is the stationary Boltzmann transport equation

Ω · ∇φ(P ) + Σt(r, E)φ(P )

=
∫

4π

∫
Σs(r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)φ(r, E′,Ω′)dE′dΩ′ + S(P ) (2.13)
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It is possible to transform Eq. (2.13) into a purely integral equation which
is suitable for Monte Carlo implementation, [Bell and Glasstone, 1970], the
derivation of which will be treated in chapter 7 and is of no particular interest
at this point. Rather, following an intuitive approach to find the integral
equation describing neutron transport will provide the necessary insight into
the relevant physical processes. To that end let us first introduce the collision
density of neutrons at a point in phase space

ψ(P ) =
the number of neutrons per unit volume,
unit energy range and unit solid angle
entering a collision at P

The collision density is related to the angular neutron flux via a simple relation

ψ(P ) = Σt(P )φ(P ) (2.14)

From Eq. (2.14) it becomes clear that in vacuum there will be no interaction
so the collision density is zero, whatever value the neutron flux might be.

Somewhat equivalently it is possible to define an emission density of neu-
trons

χ(P ) =
the number of neutrons per unit volume,
unit energy range and unit solid angle
starting a flight path at P

Several physical processes may provide the neutrons that constitute the emis-
sion and collision densities. There may be a source S(P ) of neutrons

S(r,Ω, E) = S(P ) (2.15)

Neutrons may make a transition to a new collision site, a process which can
be described by the transition kernel T (r′ → r, E,Ω), in which

T (r′ → r, E,Ω)dV =
the probability for a neutron starting at r′,
with energy E and direction Ω
to have its next collision in dV at r.

The general form of T in three dimensions, [Lux and Koblinger, 1991], is given
by

T (r′ → r, E,Ω)

= Σt(r, E)exp

{
−
∫ |r−r′|

0
Σt(r − sΩ, E)ds

}
δ(Ω− r−r′

|r−r′|)

|r − r′|2
(2.16)

in which s = |r − r′| represents the path length between two collision points
r and r′. T is normalized to unity for an infinite system. For a finite system
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we can circumvent the normalization ’problem’ by imagining the system being
surrounded by a purely absorbing medium so that we can take the integral over
the entire space volume. Neutrons are simply killed when exiting the system.
The transition kernel can thus be understood as a conditional probability
density function for a new collision site r, given r′, E,Ω.

At this point it should be noted that, although time dependence was omit-
ted it can be easily implemented, since if a neutron travels a distance |r− r′|
with speed v =

√
2E/m, the time increase will simply be |r − r′|/v.

Neutrons in the system may also enter a collision and undergo a change
in direction and energy. The collision kernel C(r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω) describes
this process;

C(r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)dEdΩ =

the probability for a neutron
entering a collision at r′

with energy E′ and direction Ω′

to exit the collision with energy
E in dE and direction Ω in dΩ

In general form, the collision kernel can be written as, [Hoogenboom, 1977]

C(r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)

=
∑
A

∑
j

pj,A(r, E′)cj,A(E′)pj,A(E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω) (2.17)

in which pj,A(r, E′) represents the conditional probability of an interaction
type j provided a collision with nuclide A

pj,A(r, E′) =
Σj,A(r, E′)
Σt(r, E′)

(2.18)

and cj,A(E′) represents the average number of neutrons released in a collision
type j with a nuclide A. In case of scattering, cs,A(E′) = 1; in case of fission
the number of neutrons released will be equal to ν(E′).
pj,A(E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω) represents the joint transfer probability for (E′ → E)
and (Ω′ → Ω) given collision type j with nuclide A. Except for an absorption
event this probability is normalized to unity.

The collision density ψ(P ) is related to the emission density in the following
way

ψ(P ) =
∫
T (r′ → r, E,Ω)χ(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ (2.19)

as the density of neutrons entering a collision at r with direction Ω and energy
E is formed by the density of neutrons starting a flight at r′ with direction Ω
and energy E, traveling to r. Alternatively, one can write a relation for the
emission density

χ(P ) = S(P ) +
∫ ∞

0

∫
4π
C(r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)ψ(r, E′,Ω′)dE′dΩ′ (2.20)
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Note that the emission density represents the right hand side of the Boltmann
equation, Eq. (2.13).

Using Eq. (2.20) to rewrite Eq. (2.19), one arrives at the transport equa-
tion for the collision density ψ(P )

ψ(P ) = S1(P ) +
∫
K(P ′ → P )ψ(P ′)dP ′ (2.21)

in which S1(P ) represents the source of first collisions

S1(P ) =
∫
V
T (r′ → r, E,Ω)S(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ (2.22)

and K(P ′ → P ) represents the transport kernel for the collision density

K(P ′ → P ) = C(r′, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)T (r′ → r, E,Ω) (2.23)

Eq. (2.21) is a so-called Fredholm type integral equation of the second kind
[Pipkin, 1991] which will be of particular interest for the Monte Carlo so-
lution procedure discussed in chapter 3. The transport kernel K(P ′ → P )
represents the probability for a neutron with energy E′ and direction Ω′ en-
tering a collision at r′, to have a change in energy and direction to E and Ω
and subsequently have a free flight to r.

Along the same lines as for the collision density one can derive the trans-
port equation for the emission density χ(P )

χ(P ) = S(P ) +
∫
L(P ′ → P )χ(P ′)dP ′ (2.24)

in which S(P ) represents the true source density and L(P ′ → P ) represents
the transport kernel for the emission density

L(P ′ → P ) = T (r′ → r, E′,Ω′)C(r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω) (2.25)

It is interesting to note here the difference between the two transport kernels.
L(P ′ → P ) implies first having a flight from r′ to r with energy E′ and
direction Ω′ and subsequently a collision at r to have a change in energy to
E and a change in direction to Ω. K(P ′ → P ) implies first having a collision
at r′ resulting in a change in energy to E and a change in direction to Ω and
subsequently the flight from r′ to r but now, of course, with energy E and
direction Ω.

The detector response can now be expressed in terms of any of the three
functions encountered in this section

R =
∫
ηφ(P )φ(P ) =

∫
ηψ(P )ψ(P ) =

∫
ηχ(P )χ(P ) (2.26)

The interrelations between the different payoff functions ηφ(P ), ηψ(P ) and
ηχ(P ) will be treated shortly.
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2.3 Adjoint theory

Adjoint equations and adjoint operators play an important role in the math-
ematical analysis of complex systems. For the remainder of this work some
concepts from adjoint theory will be essential and are therefore briefly dis-
cussed below.
Suppose we write Eq. (2.21) in operator form as

Aψ(P ) = S1(P ) (2.27)

We shall call this the forward equation. We then proceed to define the equation
adjoint to Eq. (2.27) as

A∗ψ∗(P ) = S∗1(P ) (2.28)

in which we recognize three quantities: the adjoint transport operator A∗, an
adjoint source term S∗1(P ) and of course the solution to the adjoint equation
ψ∗(P ).

The definition of the adjoint operator A∗ follows from a commutative re-
lation. Suppose f(P ) and g(P ) are two arbitrary elements in the domain of
some operator B, the adjoint operator then obeys∫

f(P )Bg(P )dP =
∫
g(P )B∗f(P )dP (2.29)

Finding the adjoint of an operator often involves deriving adjoint boundary
conditions (details can be found in [Ronen, 1986]). As a simple example
suppose B represents the product operator. In that case obviously B∗ = B,
no adjoint boundary conditions need to be specified and we proceed to call
the product operator self-adjoint.
As another example consider the integral operator

Kg(P ) =
∫
K(P ′ → P )g(P ′)dP ′

We see from Eq. (2.29) that∫
f(P )Kg(P )dP =

∫ ∫
f(P )K(P ′ → P )g(P ′)dP ′dP

=
∫
g(P ′)

∫
K(P ′ → P )f(P )dPdP ′

switch P to P ′ and vice versa

=
∫ ∫

g(P )K(P → P ′)f(P ′)dP ′dP =
∫
g(P )K∗f(P )dP

and therefore

K∗f(P ) =
∫
K(P → P ′)f(P ′)dP ′ (2.30)
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Taking the adjoint of an integral operator transposes the kernel.
What remains is finding a suitable adjoint source term S∗1(P ). With suit-

able in this case we mean that the solution to the adjoint equation should
represent something that can aid in solving the forward problem. Now recall
that the aim of a calculation was to obtain a detector response, written here
as a weighted integral over the collision density

R =
∫
ηψ(P )ψ(P )dP (2.31)

in which ηψ(P ) is recognized as the payoff function with respect to the collision
density ψ(P ). Now multiply the forward transport equation, Eq. (2.27), with
ψ∗(P ) and the adjoint equation, Eq. (2.28), with ψ(P ) and integrate over the
whole phase space.∫

ψ∗(P )Aψ(P )dP =
∫
ψ∗(P )S1(P )dP∫

ψ(P )A∗ψ∗(P )dP =
∫
ψ(P )S∗1(P )dP (2.32)

Taking the adjoint source S∗1(P ) equal to ηψ(P ), the following relation is
obtained

R =
∫
ηψ(P )ψ(P )dP =

∫
S1(P )ψ∗(P )dP (2.33)

which shows that, given this adjoint source definition, ψ∗(P ) may be inter-
preted as the importance or expected contribution to the detector response
of a particle entering a collision at P . Integration of this function over the
density of first collisions returns the detector response.

Returning to the usual notation we write the transport equation for ψ∗(P )
as

ψ∗(P ) = ηψ(P ) +
∫
K(P → P ′)ψ∗(P ′)dP ′ (2.34)

which again is a Fredholm type integral equation of the second kind, much
like the forward equation. In this case, however, the payoff function ηψ(P )
acts as a source density and transport is governed by the transposed kernel

K(P → P ′) = C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)T (r → r′, E′,Ω′) (2.35)

Because the forward and adjoint equations are so closely related the Monte
Carlo treatment of forward and adjoint transport is for a great part the same,
albeit, in the case of adjoint transport, some extra interpretation of the kernel
is necessary. For example, a collision of an adjoint ’pseudo’ particle will usually
lead to an increase in energy. The Monte Carlo treatment of forward neutron
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transport will be treated in chapter 3 and adjoint transport will be covered in
appendix B.

The equation adjoint to Eq. (2.24) is written as

χ∗(P ) = ηχ(P ) +
∫
L(P → P ′)χ∗(P ′)dP ′ (2.36)

and the response is expressed as

R =
∫
ηχ(P )χ(P )dP =

∫
S(P )χ∗(P )dP (2.37)

χ∗(P ) represents the importance or expected contribution to the detector
response of a neutron starting a flight path at P . The transposed kernel
L(P → P ′) can be written out explicitly

L(P → P ′) = T (r → r′, E,Ω)C(r′, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′) (2.38)

Some other relations between the various relevant functions can be derived.
If one substitutes Eq. (2.19) in Eq. (2.31), interchange integration variables
and use Eq. (2.37) one finds

R =
∫
P
ηψ(P )

∫
V
T (r′ → r, E,Ω)χ(r′, E,Ω)dV ′dP

switch r to r′ and vice versa

=
∫
P

∫
V
ηψ(r′, E,Ω)T (r → r′, E,Ω)χ(P )dV ′dP

=
∫
ηχ(P )χ(P )dP

and, given that this holds for any χ(P ), therefore

ηχ(P ) =
∫
T (r → r′, E,Ω)ηψ(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ (2.39)

Another useful relation between the payoff functions can be derived from
Eq. (2.14). Because

R =
∫
ηφ(P )φ(P )dP =

∫
ηφ(P )

ψ(P )
Σt(P )

dP =
∫
ηψ(P )ψ(P )dP

we have

ηψ(P ) =
1

Σt(P )
ηφ(P ) (2.40)

To arrive at a relation between the different adjoint functions, multiply
Eq. (2.34), using r′ in stead of r, with T (r → r′, E,Ω) and integrate over r′
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to obtain ∫
T (r → r′, E,Ω)ψ∗(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ = ηχ(P )+∫

L(P → P ′)
∫
T (r′ → r′′, E′,Ω′)ψ∗(r′′, E′,Ω′)dV ′′dP ′

and compare with Eq. (2.36) to see that

χ∗(P ) =
∫
T (r → r′, E,Ω)ψ∗(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ (2.41)

using Eq. (2.41) in Eq. (2.34) one finds that

ψ∗(P ) = ηψ(P ) +
∫ ∫

C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)χ∗(r, E′,Ω′)dE′dΩ′ (2.42)

As a final way of expressing the response we write

R =
∫
φ(P )ηφ(P )dP =

∫
S(P )φ∗(P )dP (2.43)

and note that the importance functions φ∗(P ) and χ∗(P ) are the same. Both
represent the importance or expected contribution to the detector response of
a neutron starting a flight at P .

This concludes the derivation of the relevant transport equations and their
interrelations. Later on in chapter 4 we will encounter even more, and more
complicated, transport equations for processes closely related to the collision
and emission densities and the foundations laid in this chapter will be used to
manipulate these equations.



Chapter 3

Monte Carlo for neutron
transport

In this chapter, a brief description of the process of Monte Carlo simulation
with respect to neutron transport will be given. The derivation will again be
from an intuitive, physical point of view rather than providing the rigorous
mathematical formalism that underlies the Monte Carlo method. For such
a rigorous treatment the reader is advised to consult [Spanier and Gelbard,
1969].

Monte Carlo simulation relies heavily on statistical tools. Appendix A
therefore deals with a basic introduction to statistics and estimation, intro-
ducing some notation on the fly. Readers who have experience in the field
may proceed directly to section 3.1 which covers the mathematical formalism
of the Monte Carlo procedure along the lines of [Hoogenboom, 1977] and [Lux
and Koblinger, 1991]. Appendix B explains how adjoint transport may be
accomplished by means of Monte Carlo.

3.1 The theoretical framework of Monte Carlo

Now that the necessary statistical tools, the mathematical description of for-
ward and adjoint transport and the basic ideas behind Monte Carlo simulation
have been discussed it is time to cast everything into a formalism which can
be employed in computer simulation.

The goal of a simulation is to obtain an estimate of the response R. To
illustrate how this can be accomplished by means of Monte Carlo consider the
following example. Suppose one is interested in the average of a known func-
tion ϕ(x) over some interval [a, b] in a one-dimensional system. The response
can in that case be written as

R =
1

b− a

∫ b

a
ϕ(x)dx

19
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Now we could of course estimate the integral, which represents the area below
the graph of ϕ(x), in the same way as we could estimate the value of π; i.e.
we could randomly select points in a rectangle containing the function ϕ(x),
check the ratio of points below and above the graph, and from this ratio obtain
an estimate of the area. There is another method, however, which requires
less effort. The integral can also be estimated by

R̂ =
1
N

N∑
i=1

ϕ(xi) (3.1)

with the position variable taken randomly from a uniform distribution on
the interval [a, b]. The random selection of position, which can be achieved
by sampling the uniform pdf for positions by generating a random number
in a computer, makes it a Monte Carlo simulation. It will be clear that R̂
will provide a reasonable and unbiased estimate, provided that the number of
samples N is large enough.

The above methods are of course not very enlightening for neutron trans-
port since they assume the function ϕ(x) to be known. This is for most
purposes never the case, since we would then simply evaluate the integral and
be done with it. Rather, one has to obtain an estimate of the solution to the
transport equation governing neutron transport as well. So generally, in order
to obtain an estimate of the response, we will need to estimate the solution
function by means of random numbers.

The solution functions encountered in chapter 2 were defined by type two
Fredholm integral equations with kernels K(P ′ → P ), L(P ′ → P ) and their
adjoint counterparts. These equations have a solution in terms of a series
development. Consider for example the solution to the emission density, Eq.
(2.24), expressed as an infinite Neumann series expansion, [Pipkin, 1991]

χ(P ) =
∞∑
i=0

χi(P ) (3.2)

χ0(P ) = S(P )

χ1(P ) =
∫
L(P ′ → P )S(P ′)dP ′

χ2(P ) =
∫ ∫

L(P ′ → P )L(P ′′ → P ′)S(P ′′)dP ′′dP ′

This solution converges uniformly, provided that the transport kernel is bounded
‖L‖2 < 1 with ‖L‖ = sup

∫ b
a | L(P ′ → P ) | dP ′ and non-negative. These con-

ditions are satisfied in the case of neutron transport for a non-fissile system.
The Monte Carlo solution of Eq. (3.2) then turns out to be remarkably in-
tuitive from a physical point of view (as it should be, since it represents an
analog of the physical reality).
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From Eq. (3.2) it becomes clear that the emission density at P may be
considered as being comprised of neutrons coming from other ’source’ points
(P ′, P ′′, P ′′′, ...), traveling eventually to P and starting a flight there. In this
interpretation, each emission (either from a source or after a collision event)
of a neutron during its lifetime at a point in phase space constitutes a sample
of the emission density at that point in phase space. Since S(P ) and the
kernel L(P → P ′) represent probability densities, the Monte Carlo procedure
would involve tracking such a neutron history by randomly sampling the source
density S(P ′) for a birth point P ′ and randomly sampling the transport kernel
L(P ′ → P ) for new emission points. One is effectively sampling the probability
space of neutron ’random walks’; terminology often used in this context.

Following the random walks, or histories, of a large number of neutrons
and saving the emission sites results in an estimate of the emission density
function in the system.

The series development can also be done for the detector response in terms
of the emission density

R =
∞∑
j=0

Rj =
∫
ηχ(P )S(P )dP (3.3)

+
∫
ηχ(P )

∫
L(P ′ → P )S(P ′)dP ′dP + ...

From Eq. (3.3) it now becomes clear that ’scoring’ ηχ(Pj) at every emission
site Pj in a neutron history and subsequently summing all these scores leads
to a sample or estimate of R.

Scores can also be collected when a particle enters a collision, in which
case the scoring function is the payoff function for the collision density: ηψ(P ).
From Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.22) it follows that we actually have a coupled
system of equations

χ0(P ) = S(P )

ψ0(P ) =
∫
T (r′ → r, E,Ω)χ0(r′, E,Ω)dV ′

i+ 1 = 1, 2, ...,∞

χi+1(P ) =
∫
C(r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)ψi(r, E′,Ω′)dE′dΩ′

ψi+1(P ) =
∫
T (r′ → r, E,Ω)χi+1(r′, E,Ω)dV ′

Source points can be sampled from a pdf which describes the source density
S(P ). A new position is selected from the transition kernel, which represents
a conditional pdf for r given r′. This new point represents the first sample
of the collision density and a score with respect to the response estimate may
be saved here. A new emission point may be randomly selected from the
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Figure 3.1: A schematic representation of the Monte Carlo treatment of neutron
transport showing the positions at which different quantities are obtained and sampled
during a neutron history.

collision kernel where a score may also be saved, and so forth. A schematic
representation of the formalism is shown in Fig. 3.1 and the appropriate
mathematical treatment of analog Monte Carlo is summarized in Table 3.1.
The response estimate is then constructed from the scores gathered with the

Do for N neutrons from j = 1...N
set i = 0 and proceed until leakage or absorption

1: Sample S(P ) for initial coordinates (r0, E0,Ω0)
2: Possibly score ηχ(Pi) at an emission
3: Sample T (ri → ri+1, Ei,Ωi) for next collision site ri+1

4: Possibly score ηψ(ri+1, Ei,Ωi) at a collision
5: Sample C(ri+1, Ei → Ei+1,Ωi → Ωi+1) for (Ei+1,Ωi+1)

Set Pi = (ri+1, Ei+1,Ωi+1) and return to 2:
Determine R̂j from the score collected during history j
and proceed with the next neutron history

Table 3.1: Monte Carlo procedure for analog neutron transport

appropriate scoring function during the individual neutron histories: R̂j , with
j = 1..N

R̂ =
1
N

N∑
j=1

R̂j (3.4)

and in which N represents the number of neutron histories. The scoring func-
tions ηψ and ηχ can be as diverse as the physical quantities to be determined.
Sometimes there are even multiple possibilities for estimation of a certain
quantity. The most common estimators are the collision estimator and the
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track length estimator. Both will be treated in chapter 4. As an example,
suppose one is interested in the average flux in some detector volume Vdet.
The response can in that case be written as

R =
1
Vdet

∫ ∫ ∫
Vdet

φ(P )dV dEdΩ =
1
Vdet

∫ ∫ ∫
Vdet

ψ(P )
Σt(P )

dV dEdΩ

from which the appropriate scoring function is obtained

ηψ(P ) =
1

VdetΣt(P )
r ∈ Vdet

Every time a neutron enters a collision in the detector volume Vdet, a score
or tally ηψ(P ) is recorded and the response is calculated from all scores, call
them si, gathered during all histories as

R̂ =
1
N

∑
i

si (3.5)

The statistical tools stated in appendix A apply to a response estimate R̂.
Obviously, due to the law of large numbers, increasing the number of neutron
histories N will lead to a better estimate with lower variance in the mean. On
the other hand this will lead to longer computation times. These criteria can
be summarized in the Figure Of Merit or FOM, [Lux and Koblinger, 1991]

FOM =
1

TVar(R̂)
(3.6)

in which T represents the time the calculation took and Var(R̂) is the relative
variance, Eq. (A.7).

Both quantities scale with the number of neutron histories N , which makes
the FOM roughly independent of this number. Any non-analog simulation
strategy should strive to attain a higher FOM (or to a lower variance depend-
ing on ones preference). Since the FOM is calculated from the simulation
data, one only knows afterwards if this goal is achieved.

In chapter 4 a cost function is defined as the product of the expected vari-
ance and the expected number of collisions resulting from a neutron history.
It can be interpreted as the inverse of the figure of merit and as it can be
calculated a priori, without performing a simulation, provides one with a tool
to compare, analyze and even optimize simulation strategies.

A little extra information on the actual sampling of probability distribu-
tions like the transition kernel is required before proceeding with modifications
of analog transport.
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Sampling probability distributions

Monte Carlo simulation relies on computer generated random1 numbers, de-
noted by ρ from this point on, for the sampling of probability distributions.
There are numerous ways to perform the actual sampling and as it is not
an essential part of this research we will treat two simple examples here and
refer the reader to [Lux and Koblinger, 1991] for a full treatment of different
possibilities. ρ has a uniform distribution between 0 and 1

Prob(ρ ≤ x) =
∫ x

0
dx′ x ∈ (0, 1) (3.7)

Suppose a neutron starts a flight and we want to sample the transition kernel,
Eq. (2.16), for a new collision site. In a homogeneous system the track length
s = |r′ − r| has a probability distribution according to Σte

−Σts s ∈ [0,∞).
We can relate the computer generated random number to the track-length in
the following way

ρ = P (t) =
∫ s

0
Σte
−Σts′ds′ → s =

ln(1− ρ)
Σt

≡ − ln(ρ)
Σt

This technique is commonly known as the inverse probability method. Obvi-
ously in a non-uniform system the expressions become more complicated.

Another easy example is sampling the collision kernel, Eq. (2.17), in a
uniform system where the neutrons are only allowed to move in the positive
→, or negative ← directions. The collision outcomes are either absorption
(leading to termination of the neutron) or scattering, and energy dependence
is omitted. The scattering cross section is then formed by the partial cross
sections for the positive and negative directions: Σs = Σ→ + Σ←

The interaction probability under these restrictions is simply pj = Σj/Σt

from which it follows that

j = a if ρ ≤ Σa/Σt

j = s otherwise

and, given a scattering event, the probability to scatter ps(Ω′ → Ω) in either
one of the two directions, irrespective of the incoming direction, is given by

Ω =→ if ρ ≤ Σ→/Σs

Ω =← otherwise

For more complex probability distributions, obtaining expressions like the
above is usually not that simple.
Now that all the tools are available to perform forward, analog simulations it
is time to address possible modifications of the analog game.

1Computer generated random numbers are never truly random but with current tech-
niques, for all intents and purposes they are. If true randomness is required, one can for
example use random numbers generated from atmospheric noise. It is however very unlikely
that the computer generated numbers will not suffice.
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3.2 Modifications of the analog game

As mentioned in the introduction, from a mathematical point of view it doesn’t
matter how one distorts the probability laws governing the analog transport of
neutron transport, as long as the resulting Monte Carlo estimate will represent
the desired response without bias.

The idea behind modification of the analog game in the context of neutron
transport stems from the fact that many particles may never contribute or may
carry little significance with respect to the intended response estimate; they
may be absorbed or leak long before entering a region of phase space where a
score may be recorded. To get an estimate with a reasonable variance in such
a situation would involve simulating large amounts of particles, which in turn
results in large computing times.

There are a number of ways in which the analog game can be modified,
but basically all rely on the possibility to assign a statistical weight W as an
extra variable to a particle to account for not sampling the analog probability
distribution (pdf) of the respective process. The weight ensures that the final
estimate will be unbiased. In analog simulations the particles will always carry
a weight equal to one, but this restriction is left out here in light of applications
later on. In general, to obtain an unbiased estimate of R, we require

W × pdf = W × pdf (3.8)

in which the overline represents the modified situation.
Three modifications of the analog game most common to neutron transport

will be discussed below. Their implications with respect to the variance and
efficiency of a simulation will be examined further in chapters 4 and 5.

Implicit Capture

The most intuitive and commonly used form of modification is implicit cap-
ture. Whenever a particle collides, the possibility of absorption is accounted
for by multiplying the statistical weightW of the particle by the non-absorption
probability κ(P ) = Σs(P )/Σt(P ). So in stead of possibly terminating a his-
tory at collision point P due to absorption, the collision kernel is distorted
and the weight is altered according to

W ′ = Wκ(P ) κ(P ) ≤ 1

If a detector is located at P and the particle, born with W = 1, has had
k collisions at sites (P0, P1...Pk) before scoring at P , the score will be equal
to κ(P0)κ(P1)...κ(Pk)η(P ), whereas the score would have been zero with a
greater probability for an analog simulation. Implicit capture therefore re-
duces variance but increases computational time. Exactly how these effects
will manifest themselves mathematically is treated in chapter 4.
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Russian roulette and Splitting

Russian roulette is introduced as a means of terminating particles that carry
a low statistical weight in order to improve the efficiency of a simulation;
increasing variance but decreasing computational effort. If the particle weight
W at P is below some threshold W ≤ Wth(P ), the Russian roulette game is
played in which case the particle either survives the game with probability
z1(P ) and gets assigned a new survival weight Ws(P ), or the particle gets
killed with probability z0(P ) = 1− z1(P ). In order to have a statistically fair
game it is required that the expected weight after a Russian roulette event is
equal to W i.e. z1(P )Ws(P ) + (1− z1(P ))0 = W or z1(P ) = W/Ws(P )

As opposed to terminating particles with low statistical weight by means of
Russian roulette, it is common practice to ’split’ particles with a weight higher
than some user defined threshold weight Wsplit(P ) into a number of identi-
cal particles in order to increase the probability of scoring. This procedure
is called splitting and usually both procedures are implemented in so-called
weight windows. The weight window boundaries that define the window may
be space and energy dependent and choosing them correctly can significantly
improve simulations. The modification of the weight is slightly different in
this case

NsplitW
′ = W (3.9)

in which Nsplit represents the number of split particles and W ′ represents the
weigh of the identical particles emerging from the splitting event.

Setting these weight window boundaries in practice usually boils down
to performing educated guesses or using iterative methods. A theoretical
treatment of how exactly these windows affect the variance and efficiency of
a simulation is given in chapter 4 and in chapter 5 some sample cases are
studied to examine how this theory can be applied to optimize the choice of
weight window thresholds a priori.

Source biasing

The idea behind source biasing stems from the fact that there may very well
be source regions in phase space which are of low importance with respect to
the response. Suppose for example that detection is done in a small region
of a highly absorbing system and that the source is located throughout the
system. Particles that have to travel a long distance to reach the detector will
have a low probability of scoring a significant amount in any case. In such a
situation it will be favorable to bias the spatial distribution of the source such
that more particles will be born close to the detector region.

The way in which source biasing is usually implemented in practice, is
that the physical source density is biased with the adjoint flux φ∗(P ) in the
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following way, [Haghighat and Wagner, 2003]

S(P ) =
φ∗(P )S(P )∫
φ∗(P )S(P )dP

=
φ∗(P )S(P )

R

in which the adjoint function and the response may be approximated by an
existing, deterministic neutron transport code.

Although φ∗(P ) seems a likely candidate for ’optimal source biasing’, as
it represents the importance of a particle starting a flight, it remains unclear
whether it will give the best result in every situation. There is for example also
the adjoint function ψ∗(P ) which may yield better results in some cases, or
maybe some other function. Let us therefore state a general biasing function
Γ(P ) and implement biasing as

S(P ) =
Γ(P )S(P )∫
Γ(P )S(P )dP

(3.10)

The modified initial neutron weight will then be equal to

W (P ) = W

∫
Γ(P )S(P )dP

Γ(P )
(3.11)

The tools presented in chapter 4 provide the possibility to investigate an op-
timal choice for a biasing function.

Another ’rule of thumb’ that seems to pay off in practice is to let the biased
initial weight of the source particle determine the bounds of the weight window
(containing both Russian roulette and splitting). The idea is, according to
[Haghighat and Wagner, 2003], that a source particle should neither split nor
play Russian roulette immediately, and therefore that the biased initial weight
should be located midway between both thresholds in the window.

W (P ) =
Wsplit(P ) +Wth(P )

2

and therefore

Wth(P ) ≡W
∫

Γ(P )S(P )dP
Γ(P )

(
β + 1

2

)−1

(3.12)

in which β = Wsplit(P )/Wth(P ) is the ratio of the upper and lower bounds of
the weight window. The default value for β in the general purpose Monte Carlo
code MCNP is 5, [Laboratories, 2008], and it is observed that the efficiency is
fairly insensitive to small deviations from this number.

These rules of thumb all makes sense from an intuitive perspective, but
the tools presented in chapter 4 now also provide the possibility to investigate
whether or not they provide the best possible result.

To complete the treatment of Monte Carlo for neutron transport, appendix
B deals with adjoint Monte Carlo. The equations for variance and efficiency,
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derived in the following chapter, are generally adjoint equations which in prin-
ciple can be solved by means of the Monte Carlo formalism explained there;
albeit some extra modifications will be necessary due to modified transport
probabilities.



Chapter 4

Theoretical calculation of
variance and efficiency

The efficiency of a neutron transport Monte Carlo simulation is measured by
the FOM, Eq. (3.6). For the a priori calculation of efficiency it is there-
fore necessary to arrive at measures for both the variance and computational
time of the simulation. As we will see, both can be achieved by exploiting a
powerful insight. The score collected during a neutron history is itself prob-
abilistic and therefore has an associated probability score distribution. From
this distribution so called moment equations can be constructed, from which
the expected variance of a simulation can be obtained.

It turns out to be important where to start the derivation. From Table
3.1 it becomes clear that there are two distinct events during the simulation
of a neutron; the start of a neutron flight (following a collision or birth) or
a collision event. The notion of a probability score distribution is borrowed
from [Lux and Koblinger, 1991], who applied it to a neutron starting a flight
and who followed a rigorous and general mathematical approach.

It turns out that looking at a neutron entering a collision yields more ap-
pealing results when using a collision estimator. This insight was first put
forward by [Hoogenboom, 2004], who derived an equation describing the vari-
ance for a simulation with Russian roulette (without using the concept of a
probability score distribution). The theory presented in the following may
be seen as an extension to the work of both [Lux and Koblinger, 1991] and
[Hoogenboom, 2004].

The emphasis lies on simulations using the collisions estimator for obtain-
ing a response estimate because the equations then allow for exact analytic
solutions in some cases more readily.

To give a consistent and readable treatment, first an equation for the vari-
ance of an analog simulation is derived. Once the concept and necessary
notation is sufficiently clear, the transition is made to non-analog games. The

29
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EFFICIENCY

most common of which, using implicit capture to reduce variance in the es-
timate, is treated in section 4.2. In section 4.3 expressions are derived for
the variance of a simulation when both Russian roulette and splitting are ap-
plied in a weight window. This requires some new theory to be introduced to
account for the splitting procedure.

To estimate the computational time of a simulation, some new theory
concerning the estimation of the number of collisions during a particle history
is introduced in section 4.4. From the number of collisions and variance, the
cost function is constructed which may be minimized to obtain an optimal
choice of weight window thresholds and optimal source biasing functions.

In order to give a full treatment, section 4.7 contains the derivation of
expressions for track-length estimators, for which it turns out to be favorable
to look at neutrons starting a flight.

4.1 The variance equation for analog simulations

When starting a neutron history in an analog simulation, a birth point is
sampled from the physical source S(P ). A first collision point is then obtained
by sampling the transition kernel. A next collision point can be obtained by
sampling the transport kernel for the collision density K(P ′ → P ). The
transport kernel can be normalized to the non-absorption probability κ(P ′) in
the following way

Kn(P ′ → P ) =
K(P ′ → P )

κ(P ′)
(4.1)

in which the subscript n denotes normalization and

κ(P ′) =
∫
C(r′, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)T (r′ → r, E,Ω)dV dEdΩ

=
∫
C(r′, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)dEdΩ =

Σs(r′, E′)
Σt(r′, E′)

(4.2)

Along the lines of Coveyou and V. R. Cain [1967] and Lux and Koblinger
[1991], we introduce the Score Probability

π[P, s]ds =

the probability for a neutron
entering a collision at P with unit weight
to yield, together with its progeny,
a score s in ds

(4.3)

In order to obtain an expression for π[P, s] it is necessary to consider in de-
tail what might happen to a neutron entering a collision event, and to what
score that event will lead. In analog transport there can be two outcomes
for a neutron entering a collision. Either the collision event is terminal with
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probability 1− κ(P ), in which case the contribution will simply be the score
at that point in phase space: ηψ(P ), or the event is not terminal at P and the
neutron may experience a next collision event at P ′, the probability of which
is given by the normalized kernel, Eq. (4.1). A schematic of a possible analog
neutron history is given in Fig. 4.1. From these events and their respective
probabilities, the score probability can now be constructed according to

π[P, s] = {1− κ(P )} δ(s− ηψ(P )) + κ(P )

×
∫
Kn(P → P ′)δ(s− ηψ(P )) ∗ π[P ′, s]dP ′ (4.4)

in which the ∗ represents convolution with respect to s

f(s) ∗ g(s) =
∫ ∞
−∞

f(s− s′)g(s′)ds′

The convolution of two (or more) probability distributions describing inde-
pendent random variables represents the probability distribution of the sum
of the independent random variables. Obviously the score will not be negative
but for the evaluation of the integrals this is irrelevant.

ηψ(P )

ηψ(P ′)

ηψ(P ′′)

Absorption

Figure 4.1: A schematic representation of a possible analog neutron history. A score
ηψ(P ) is recorded at every collision point (P ) until termination- in this particular
case at the fourth event- or leakage occurs.

The expectation or first moment of the score will be called M1(P ) and the
second moment will be called M2(P ).

M1(P ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

sπ[P, s]ds (4.5)

M2(P ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

s2π[P, s]ds (4.6)

To evaluate the first moment consider the substitution s′ = s − ηψ(P ) and
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therefore ds′ = ds. Computing the integral then results in

M1(P ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

sπ[P, s]ds

= {1− κ(P )}
∫ ∞
−∞

sδ(s− ηψ(P ))ds

+ κ(P )
∫
Kn(P → P ′)

∫ ∞
−∞

{
s′ + ηψ(P )

}
π[P ′, s′]ds′dP ′

= ηψ(P ) +
∫
K(P → P ′)M1(P ′)dP ′ (4.7)

in which the fact is used that all probabilities are normalized. Comparing Eq.
(4.7) with Eq. (2.34) shows that

ψ∗(P ) = M1(P ) (4.8)

This result should come as no surprise since the expected present and future
contribution to the detector response of a particle entering a collision at P
is exactly what ψ∗(P ) represents. If we then take the average for particles
entering their first collisions we see

E[M1(P )] =
∫
S1(P )M1(P )dP

=
∫
S1(P )ψ∗(P )dP = R (4.9)

which should obviously be true.
In order to calculate the expected variance of the simulation, the second

moment M2(P ) of the score is needed. We can proceed to evaluate the integral
by considering the substitution s2 = s′2 + 2ηψ(P )s′ + η2

ψ(P ) from which it
follows that

M2(P ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

s2π[P, s]ds

= {1− κ(P )}
∫ ∞
−∞

s2δ(s− ηψ(P ))ds

+ κ(P )
∫
Kn(P → P ′)

×
∫ ∞
−∞

{
s′2 + 2ηψ(P ) + η2

ψ(P )
}
π[P ′, s′]ds′dP ′

= η2
ψ(P ) + 2ηψ(P )κ(P )

∫
Kn(P → P ′)M1(P ′)dP ′

+ κ(P )
∫
Kn(P → P ′)M2(P ′)dP ′

= I0(P ) +
∫
K(P → P ′)M2(P ′)dP ′ (4.10)
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Because of the transposed kernel, Eq. (4.10) represents an adjoint type equa-
tion with a source term that will be of special importance in chapter 5

I0(P ) = ηψ(P ) (2M1(P )− ηψ(P )) (4.11)

The variance is obtained by evaluating the moments of particles entering their
first collision

Var =
∫
S1(P )M2(P )dP −

{∫
S1(P )M1(P )dP

}2

(4.12)

Although solving Eq. (4.12) will generally be quite a daunting undertaking
and it may seem as though there is little to be gained from an equation that
is more complex than the actual neutron transport equation itself. From
a theoretical point of view Eq. (4.12) is very interesting. It serves as a
benchmark by which to compare possible variance reduction schemes. In
principle Eq. (4.10) (more on that issue in later chapters) can be solved with
an existing deterministic neutron transport code or by means of the adjoint
Monte Carlo formalism from appendix B.

4.2 The variance equation with implicit capture

Implicit capture is used in practically every general purpose Monte Carlo code,
usually in conjunction with Russian roulette and possibly splitting. The vari-
ance of the simulation is reduced by ensuring that more neutrons contribute
to the detector response estimate, because the particles never get killed in a
collision event. Particles therefore have a greater probability of scoring but
can also have considerably longer lifetimes, especially in a system with low
leakage.

Implicit capture is accomplished by multiplying the weight of a particle
at every collision with the non-absorption probability κ(P ), to account for
not terminating the particle due to absorption, and letting the history of the
particle run until it exits the system. If the particle enters a collision at P ,
the score is recorded as Wηψ(P ). Later the implication of Russian roulette
will be discussed as a means of terminating histories of neutrons which carry
a low statistical weight to regain some of the computational time lost by
implementing the implicit capture scheme.

Since particles are never killed, the probability score equation contains no
terminal contribution. The weight before implicit capture W is reduced to
κ(P )W . The probability score equation will now also be a function of particle
weight W and can be written as

π[P,W, s] =
∫
Kn(P → P ′)π[P ′, κ(P )W, s−Wηψ(P )]dP ′ (4.13)
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in which the convolution is already written out. The first moment of the score
is then calculated as follows

M1(P,W ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

sπ[P,W, s]ds

= Wηψ(P ) +
∫
Kn(P → P ′)M1(P ′, κ(P )W )dP ′ (4.14)

which is not a very useful result at first glance. It should be noted however
that the expected score for a particle with weight W is equal to the weight
times the expected score for a particle with weight one.

M1(P,W ) = WM1(P ) (4.15)

Putting this result to good use on Eq. (4.14) and dividing by W results in
the first moment of the score for a simulation with implicit capture

M1(P ) = ηψ(P ) +
∫
K(P → P ′)M1(P ′)dP ′ (4.16)

Eq. (4.16) shows that implicit capture does not introduce bias in the final
estimate.

The second moment is evaluated in a similar fashion

M2(P,W ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

s2π[P,W, s]ds

=
∫
Kn(P → P ′)

∫ ∞
−∞

{
s′2 + 2Wηψ(P ) +W 2η2

ψ(P )
}

× π[P ′, κ(P )W, s′]ds′dP ′

= W 2I0(P ) +
∫
Kn(P → P ′)M2(P ′, κW )dP ′ (4.17)

in which I0(P ) is as in Eq. (4.11).
In this particular situation M2(P,W ) = W 2M2(P ), since W does not influence
the transport at any point during the neutron history. This is, however,
usually not the case and the reader should be mindful of this fact. Applying
the result to Eq. (4.18) and dividing by W 2 yields

M2(P ) = I0(P ) + κ(P )
∫
K(P → P ′)M2(P ′)dP ′ (4.18)

The statement that implicit capture reduces variance was already made clear
by heuristic arguments. Eq. (4.18) however provides a sound theoretical basis
for applying implicit capture as a means of reducing variance. Since κ(P ) ≤ 1
the second moment is reduced with respect to the analog situation, and from
Eq. (4.12) thereby also the variance.

A means of estimating the increase of ’computational effort’ as a result of
implementing implicit capture is given in section 4.4. In the next section the
application of Russian roulette and splitting is examined.
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4.3 The variance equation with Russian roulette
and splitting

There are numerous ways in which the Russian roulette and splitting technique
can be implemented; the most common of which is treated here and in the
remainder of this work. Deriving moment equations for the other versions
should pose no real challenge using the formalism presented in this chapter.

A schematic of the situation is presented in Fig. 4.2. Russian roulette
will be played after the weight of a particle is altered due to implicit capture;
after the particle scores at a collision but before sampling the collision kernel
for a new energy and direction. Whether or not the particle plays the game
is determined by the Russian roulette threshold weight Wth(P ). Note that
this threshold may be a function of all phase space variables. The particle
subsequently either survives the Russian roulette event and emerges with a
survival weight Ws(P ) or it is terminated. The survival weight is a multiple
of the Russian roulette threshold weight.

In case of a splitting event, the particle is split into a number of particles
Nsplit when its weight, after implicit capture, equals or exceeds a defined
threshold weight Wsplit(P ). The threshold weight is again a multiple of the
Russian roulette threshold weight.

The particle may experience a total of three, mutually exclusive events
with probabilities dependent on the weight with which the particle enters the
event and on the position in phase space at which the particle enters the
collision. This weight with which the particle enters the event will be called
the pre-event weight. Obviously, the weight after the event will be called the
post-event weight. The three event possibilities are depicted in Table 4.1.

1. Termination by RR; with probability z0(P,W )
2. Survival of the event; with probability z1(P,W )
3. Splitting into Nsplit fragments; with probability zN (P,W )

Table 4.1: Weight window event probabilities

I.C. Event

(P,W ) (P, κW ) (P,W ∗(P, κ(P )W )) (P ′,W ∗)
Kn(P → P ′)

Figure 4.2: A schematic representation of the event. A neutron enters a collision
at P with a weight W , experiences a weight reduction due to implicit capture and
subsequently plays the event. Depending on the event outcome, the neutron is allowed
to experience a new collision with a post-event weight W ∗ at P ′, the probability of
which is given by the normalized transport kernel Kn.
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In order to have statistically fair events, the event probabilities take the
following form

z1(P,W ) =

{ W/Ws(P ) W ≤Wth

1 Wth(P ) < W < Wsplit(P )
0 W ≥Wsplit(P )

(4.19)

z0(P,W ) =

{ 1−W/Ws(P ) W ≤Wth

0 Wth(P ) < W < Wsplit(P )
0 W ≥ bWth(P )

(4.20)

zN (P,W ) =

{ 0 W ≤Wth

0 Wth(P ) < W < Wsplit(P )
1 W ≥Wsplit(P )

(4.21)

Which makes sure that z0(P,W ) + z1(P,W ) + zN (P,W ) = 1.
The post-event weight is written as

W ∗(P,W ) =

{ Ws(P ) W ≤Wth

W Wth(P ) < W < Wsplit(P )
W/Nsplit W ≥Wsplit(P )

(4.22)

In order to proceed it is also necessary to introduce some further notation
concerning multiple convolutions. Let a repeated convolution over distribution
functions have the following form.

N∏
j=1

∗fj(s) = f1(s) ∗ f2(s) ∗ ... ∗ fN (s)

=
∫ ∫

...

∫
fN (uN−1)fN−1(uN−2)...f2(u1)

× f1(s− uN−1 − uN−2 − ...− u1)du1du2...duN−1 (4.23)

Since we examine a particle entering a collision with weight W , the actual
event is played with a pre-event weight κ(P )W because of implicit capture.
In case of a terminal event the score will be Wηψ(P ) as before. In case of
a non-terminal event the particle may proceed after the first collision and
gather a score Wηψ(P ) ≤ s. For a splitting event Nsplit particles may proceed
with a reduced weight to gather a score Wηψ(P ) ≤ s together. With these
definitions it is now possible to construct the score probability equation for a
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neutron entering a collision at P with a weight W .

π[P,W, s] = z0(P, κ(P )W )δ(s−Wηψ(P ))

+ z1(P, κ(P )W )
∫
Kn(P → P ′)

× δ(s−Wηψ(P )) ∗ π[P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ), s]dP ′

+ zN (P, κW )
∫
Kn(P → P ′)

× δ(s−Wηψ(P )) ∗
Nsplit∏
j=1

∗π[P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ), s]dP ′ (4.24)

In order to proceed with the first moment we will need that the expectation of
multiple convolutions over probability density functions add, Micoulaut [1976]

〈s〉f1∗f2∗...∗fN =
∫ ∞
−∞

s
N∏
j=1

∗fj(s)ds

= 〈s〉f1 + 〈s〉f2 + ...+ 〈s〉fN =
N∑
j=1

〈s〉fj (4.25)

Applying this result to Eq. (4.24) we can evaluate the first moment or expected
score for a particle entering a collision at P with weight W

M1(P,W ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

sπ[P,W, s]ds = z0(P, κ(P )W )Wηψ(P )

+ z1(P, κ(P )W )
∫
Kn(P → P ′)

∫ ∞
−∞

sδ(s−Wηψ(P ))

∗ π[P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ), s′]ds′dP ′

+ zN (P, κ(P )W )
∫
Kn(P → P ′)

∫ ∞
−∞

sδ(s−Wηψ(P ))

∗
Nsplit∏
j=1

∗π[P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ), s]dsdP ′

= ηψ(P )W + {z1(P, κ(P )W ) + zN (P, κ(P )W )Nsplit}

×
∫
Kn(P → P ′)M1(P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dP ′ (4.26)

This result can be simplified further by applying the event-probability defini-
tions and the fact that M1(P,W ) = WM1(P ). Observe that we can write

{z1(P, κ(P )W ) + zN (P, κ(P )W )Nsplit}W ∗(P, κ(P )W ) = κ(P )W (4.27)
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from which it follows, after division by W , that Eq. (4.26) can be written as

M1(P ) = ηψ(P ) +
∫
K(P → P ′)M1(P ′) (4.28)

This result was to be expected, since modification of the analog game should
not lead to a different expectation value for the score.

The second moment or expected score squared for a neutron entering a
collision at P with weight W is written as

M2(P,W ) =
∫ ∞
−∞

s2π[P,W, s]ds

= z0(P, κ(P )W )
∫
s2δ(s−Wηψ(P ))ds

+ z1(P, κ(P )W )
∫
Kn(P → P ′)

×
∫ ∞
−∞

s2δ(s−Wηψ(P )) ∗ π[P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ), s]dsdP ′

+ zN (P, κ(P )W )
∫
Kn(P → P ′)

×
∫ ∞
−∞

s2δ(s−Wηψ(P )) ∗
Nsplit∏
j=1

∗π[P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ), s]dsdP ′ (4.29)

In order to proceed, some further investigation of the convolutions in the sec-
ond and third terms is needed. The second moment of a multiple convolution
takes the following form [Micoulaut, 1976]

〈s2〉f1∗f2∗...∗fN =
∑ 2!

j1!j2!...jN !
〈sj1〉f1〈sj2〉f2 ...〈sjN 〉fN (4.30)

where the summation is such that
N∑
i=1

ji = 2

For easy notation call

f(s) ≡ π[P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ), s]

g(s) ≡
Nsplit∏
j=1

∗π[P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ), s]

h(s) ≡ δ(s−Wηψ(P ))

and note that the distributions f(s) are the same. With these conventions the
result of Eq. (4.30) can be put to work on the second and third terms of Eq.
(4.29)

〈s2〉g =
∫
s2g(s)ds = Nsplit〈s2〉f +Nsplit(Nsplit − 1)〈s〉2f

〈s2〉h∗g = 〈s2〉h + 〈s2〉g + 2〈s〉h〈s〉g
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Further manipulation, returning to the usual notation and using the definitions
of the moment equations yields

〈s2〉h∗g = W 2η2
ψ(P )

+NsplitM2(P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))

+Nsplit(Nsplit − 1)M2
1 (P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))

+ 2Wηψ(P )NsplitM1(P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W )) (4.31)

and for the second term in Eq. (4.29) we can write

〈s2〉h∗f = W 2η2
ψ(P )

+M2(P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))
+ 2Wηψ(P )M1(P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W )) (4.32)

Using the results from Eq. (4.31) and Eq. (4.32) in Eq. (4.29) we arrive at

M2(P,W ) = W 2η2
ψ(P ) {z0(P, κ(P )W ) + z1(P, κ(P )W ) + zN (P, κ(P )W )}

+ 2Wηψ(P ) {z1(P, κ(P )W ) + zN (P, κ(P )W )Nsplit}

×
∫
Kn(P → P ′)M1(P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dP ′

+ {z1(P, κ(P )W ) + zN (P, κ(P )W )Nsplit}

×
∫
Kn(P → P ′)M2(P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dP ′

+ zN (P, κ(P )W )Nsplit(Nsplit − 1)
∫
Kn(P → P ′)M2

1 (P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dP ′

We can simplify this result further by using the fact thatM1(P,W ) = WM1(P ),
Eq. (4.27) and the definition of I0(P ) from Eq. (4.11) to arrive at the final
expression for the second moment of the score of a neutron entering a collision
at P with weight W

M2(P,W ) = W 2I0(P ) + {z1(P, κ(P )W ) + zN (P, κ(P )W )Nsplit}

×
∫
Kn(P → P ′)M2(P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dP ′

+ zN (P, κ(P )W )W 2Nsplit − 1
Nsplit

κ(P )
∫
K(P → P ′)M2

1 (P ′)dP ′ (4.33)

in which, for the last term, the fact has been used that in case of a splitting
event the post-event weight will always be equal to κ(P )W/Nsplit.

Some remarks can be made with respect to Eq. (4.33). First and fore-
most it should be noted that the first integral contains the post event weight
W ∗(P, κ(P )W ) which will generally not be equal to W . This poses a problem
since in this form Eq. (4.33) is not self-consistent and therefore has no direct
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solution. In the implicit capture situation this wasn’t an issue since we were
able to write W2(P,W ) = W 2M2(P ) (the event outcome was predetermined
if you will) but with Russian roulette and splitting the outcome of the event
determines the post-event weight and therefore

M2(P,W ) 6= W 2M2(P ) (4.34)

If more information about the simulation is available it is however possible to
find solutions. Some examples will be given in chapter 5.

It is also possible to obtain the equations for the second moment with only
implicit capture, only Russian roulette or analog simulation from Eq. (4.33) by
choosing the correct post-event weight and event probabilities. If, for example,
we let Wsplit →∞ the situation for a simulation with only Russian roulette is
obtained.

In a ’regular’ simulation one would start a particle history with a weight
equal to one. The Russian roulette threshold is then some fraction of this
starting weight and since the other weight window thresholds are related to
the RR threshold it is exactly this and only this ratio that matters. This
opens the possibility to maintain W as a variable. Varying W in stead of
the threshold Wth leads to more appealing results and since it is entirely
equivalent it is this strategy that we’ll adopt. In order to account for not
starting the particle with a weight one, the variance equation, now a function
of W , becomes

Var(W ) =
∫
S1(P )

M2(P,W )
W 2

dP −R2 (4.35)

The next section deals with the estimation of computational effort, necessary
to arrive at an expression for the efficiency of a simulation.

4.4 The number of collisions equation

One would generally use the computational time taken by the simulation,
together with the variance, as a measure for efficiency. From a theoretical
point of view there is no way to write an equation for the computational time
since it depends on too many factors.

One option is to use the expected number of collisions during a particle
history for a particle entering a collision at P . With the framework set up in
the previous sections, deriving expressions will prove rather easy. Suppose we
define πc[P,W,m] as the probability for a particle entering a collision at P to
have, together with its progeny, exactly (since it represents a discrete pdf in
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this case) m collisions. The probability collision equations then reads

πc[P,W,m] = z0(P, κ(P )W )δ(m− ς(P )) + z1(P, κ(P )W )

×
∫
Kn(P → P ′)δ(m− ς(P )) ∗ π[P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ),m]dP ′

+ zN (P, κW )
∫
Kn(P → P ′)

× δ(m− ς(P )) ∗
Nsplit∏
j=1

∗π[P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ),m]dP ′ (4.36)

in which the definitions of the different quantities are as in section 4.3. The
’source’ ς(P ) in this case is not strictly a function of all phase space variables
since

ς(P ) =

{
1 r ∈ V
0 r /∈ V (4.37)

no matter what energy or direction, the particle will collide. We could have
written the source as unity, but then the normalization trick, where we imagine
the system surrounded by a purely absorbing medium, for the transition kernel
no longer holds because the integral should then strictly be taken over the
system volume. Writing the source like this retains the generality.

The convolutions are now discrete rather than continuous

f(m) ∗ g(m) =
∞∑

l=−∞
f(l)g(m− l) (4.38)

Using these conventions and, unfortunately, again a new symbol, the expected
number of collision for a particle entering a collision at P with a certain weight
W can be written as

n(P,W ) =
∞∑

m=−∞
mπc[P,W,m] (4.39)

with πc[P,W,m] = 0 for m ≤ 0

and
∞∑

m=−∞
πc[P,W,m] = 1

also note that the event probabilities add up to one and that nothing changes
regarding the expectation of multiple convolutions over independent probabil-
ity mass functions

〈m〉f1∗f2∗...∗fN =
∞∑

m=−∞
m

N∏
j=1

∗fj(m) =
N∑
j=1

〈m〉fj
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Using these results on Eq. (4.36), the expected number of collisions for a
particle entering a collision at P with weight W is written as

n(P,W ) = ς(P ) + {z1(P, κ(P )W ) + zN (P, κ(P )W )Nsplit}

×
∫
Kn(P → P ′)n(P ′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dP ′ (4.40)

The average value of this quantity for particles entering their first collisions at
P with a certain weight W represents the total expected number of collisions
for a neutron history

Nc(W ) =
∫
S1(P )n(P,W )dP (4.41)

in which S1(P ) accounts for the probability that a source particle may never
collide. The issue that a particle starts a history with a weight not equal to
one is of no influence on Nc since regardless of the value W , the ’score’ for a
collision will simply be one. It is again only the ratio between the threshold
weight and W that matters.

In the case where W for example doesn’t influence the transport, i.e. only
implicit capture or analog transport, the weight dependence may de dropped
completely. For the implicit capture situation the equation then becomes

n(P ) = ς(P ) +
∫
Kn(P → P ′)n(P ′)dP ′ (4.42)

and for the analog situation the equation becomes

n(P ) = ς(P ) +
∫
K(P → P ′)n(P ′)dP ′ (4.43)

Analyzing Eq. (4.42) and Eq. (4.43) shows the exact opposite of what hap-
pened for the second moment. For the number of collisions we see that there
is now a κ(P )−1 in front of the integral in Eq. (4.42), stemming from the nor-
malization of the kernel. Since κ(P ) ≤ 1 the number of collisions will increase,
as was to be expected, with respect to the analog situation.

4.5 Efficiency or cost of a simulation

There a two main concerns when performing a Monte Carlo simulation: the
variance should be as low as possible and the computational time should be
as short as possible. These criteria were summarized in the ’Figure of merit’,
which is calculated a posteriori from the simulation data. Since this thesis
is concerned with calculating things a priori we define an alternative to the
FOM which cancels out the human factor in the equation (bad programming
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that leads to long T ) and write

f(W ) = Var(W )Nc(W )

=
{∫

S1(P )
M2(P,W )

W 2
dP −R2

}∫
S1(P )n(P,W )dP (4.44)

Minimizing this cost function will lead to the best choice of weight window
thresholds. This is of course easier said than done since Eq. (4.44) may
depend on a variety of parameters, which may in turn be dependent on all
phase space variables and of course on W . For very simple situations one may
find an analytical expression for the minimum as will be shown in chapter 6.

4.6 Implications of source biasing

In a simulation where the source is biased according to the principles pre-
sented in section 3.2, the initial particle weight is altered accordingly. This
is irrespective of the moment definitions since they represent expected values
for a neutron entering a collision (or starting a flight as we will see in the
next section) with a weight W . We only have to account for the fact that the
particle enters the first collision with some weight W (P ). This leads to the
following definition for the variance

Var(W ) =
∫
S1(P )

M2(P,W (P ))
W 2

dP −R2 (4.45)

Remember that the division by W 2 came from the fact we allowed to vary
the initial weight W in stead of the threshold weight Wth, this might lead
one to think that we should therefore divide by W 2(P ). This is not the case
since W (P ) compensates for not sampling the true source distribution S1(P ),
which is a different thing.

In practice, the physical source is actually biased, which in turn leads to
a biased source of first collisions S1(P ). From Eq. (2.22) we find that

S1(P ) =
∫
S(P )T (r′ → r, E,Ω)dV ′ (4.46)

and therefore we have

W (P ) = W
S1(P )
S1(P )

(4.47)

which can be a challenging expression to evaluate. It is of course also possible
to bias the source of first collisions directly, but in practice this will not happen.

For the total expected number of collisions we have

Nc(W ) =
∫
S1(P )n(P,W (P ))dP (4.48)
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which shows already that for an analog or implicit capture situation (where
Nc is independent of weight), source biasing may have a profound influence
on the number of collisions during a particle history.

4.7 Track-length estimators

The track length of a neutron will depend on the coordinate at which the
particle starts a flight and the coordinate at which it enters a subsequent
collision. Since an expression for the variance should encompass the whole
history of the neutron, there is no point in looking at a neutron entering its
first collision since there might be a score resulting from the first flight. It is
therefore necessary to look at a neutron starting a flight. A schematic of the
situation is given in Fig. 4.3. Although usually the track-length estimator
will not depend on all phase space variables we will state it as follows to keep
matters as general as possible

ηψ(r, r′, E,Ω) = ηψ(P, Pe) (4.49)

It is important to note that, given a proper choice of scoring function ηψ(Pe),
we can obtain an expression for a collision estimator as well, only this time
for a neutron starting a flight.

The neutron will start a flight at P with weight W , make a transition
to Pe = (r′, E,Ω) and score, if Pe ∈ V , an amount Wηψ(P, Pe). At Pe the
neutron will first be subjected to implicit capture and subsequently play the
event with weight κ(Pe)W . If the event is non-terminal (either from splitting
or survival of the event) the particle(s) may obtain a new energy and direction
and experience a new flight from P ′. We therefore write the probability score

T (P → Pe)

I.C.

Cn(Pe → P ′)
(P,W ) (Pe,W ) (Pe, κW ) (Pe,W ∗) (P ′,W ∗)

(r, E,Ω) (r′, E,Ω) (r′, E′,Ω′)

Event

W ∗(Pe, κ(Pe)W )

Figure 4.3: A schematic representation of the positions in phase space at which
different interactions take place for a neutron starting a flight. The event takes place
at Pe.
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equation as follows

πtl[P,W, s] =
∫
T (P → Pe)z0(Pe, κ(Pe)W )δ(s−Wηψ(P, Pe))dV ′

+
∫
T (P → Pe)z1(Pe, κ(Pe)W )δ(s−Wηψ(P, Pe))

∗
∫ ∫

Cn(Pe → P ′)πtl[P ′,W ∗(Pe, κ(Pe)W ), s]dP ′

+
∫
T (P → Pe)zN (Pe, κ(Pe)W )δ(s−Wηψ(P, Pe))

∗
∫ ∫

Cn(Pe → P ′)
Nsplit∏
j=1

∗πtl[P ′,W ∗(Pe, κ(Pe)W ), s]dP ′ (4.50)

from which the first moment can be obtained using the convolution expecta-
tions of section 4.3

M1tl(P ) =
∫
T (P → Pe)ηψ(P, Pe)dV ′

+
∫
L(P → P ′)M1tl(P ′)dP ′ (4.51)

and from Eq. (2.39) and Eq. (2.36) we see that we have derived the adjoint
emission density or adjoint flux because

M1tl(P ) = ηχ(P, Pe) +
∫
L(P → P ′)M1tl(P ′)dP ′ = χ∗(P ) (4.52)

and that the estimate will therefore be unbiased. The second moment of the
score for a particle starting a flight reads

M2tl(P,W ) = W 2

∫
T (P → Pe)ηψ(P, Pe)

×
(
ηψ(P, Pe) + 2

∫ ∫
C(Pe → P ′)M1tl(P ′)

)
dP ′

+
∫
T (P → Pe)zN (Pe, κ(Pe)W )W 2Nsplit − 1

Nsplit
κ(Pe)

×
∫ ∫

C(Pe → P ′)M2
1tl(P

′)dP ′

+
∫
T (P → Pe) {z1(Pe, κ(Pe)W ) + zN (Pe, κ(Pe)W )Nsplit}

×
∫ ∫

Cn(Pe → P ′)M2tl(P ′,W ∗(Pe, κ(Pe)W ))dP ′ (4.53)

The ’immediate payoff’ can this time not be simplified further due to the fact
that a neutron will first have to make a transition before possibly scoring.
Asides from this fact, Eq. (4.33) and Eq. (4.53) bear a striking resemblance.
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The second moment term in the variance expression is this time evaluated
for particles starting their first flight

Var(W ) =
∫
S(P )

M2tl(P,W )
W 2

dP −R2 (4.54)

For sake of generality, if the physical source is biased, the variance can be
written as

Var(W ) =
∫
S(P )

M2tl(P,W (P ))
W 2

dP −R2 (4.55)

These expressions are actually more generally applicable than the variance
expressions obtained in the previous sections because, given a proper choice
of scoring function, Eq. (4.54) and Eq. (4.55) hold for a collision estimator
as well. From a practical point of view it is also convenient that the variance
expressions now contain the physical source S(P ) in stead of the source of first
collisions S1(P ). Solving Eq. (4.53) is however going to be more challenging
than solving Eq. (4.33).

The expected number of collisions for a neutron starting a flight with a
weight W can be written as

ntl(P,W ) =
∫
T (P → Pe)ς0(Pe)dV ′

+
∫
T (P → Pe) {z1(Pe, κ(Pe)W ) + zN (Pe, κ(Pe)W )Nsplit}

×
∫
Cn(Pe → P ′)ntl(P ′,W ∗(Pe, κ(Pe)W ))dP ′ (4.56)

and the total expected number of collision for a particle leaving the biased
source with a biased weight W (P ) = S(P )/S(P ) is written as

Nc(W ) =
∫
S(P )n(P,W (P ))dP (4.57)

Of course, this results should equal the result from Eq. (4.48), provided that
both are evaluated with the same physical source distribution.

The necessary tools are now present to compare and optimize a variety of
simulation approaches and chapter 5 and 6 will give some examples of how
the theory may be used.



Chapter 5

Analytic investigation

This chapter deals with the analytic calculation of efficiency and variance for
two simple systems. To allow for analytic solutions, a framework is set up first
to deal with the equations derived in previous chapters. A simplified neutron
transport model will be introduced, which restricts neutrons to move in only
two directions. Under these restrictions it is demonstrated how an integral
equation may be transformed into a differential equation which allows to find
solutions more readily.

Once the framework has been set up, the moment and number of collisions
equations are discussed and solved for the two systems. For non-analog simu-
lation the possibility of optimization is explored by stating the second moment
and number of collisions equation in terms of simulation parameters like the
Russian roulette threshold weight. From these functions, the cost function
can be constructed which may be minimized to obtain an optimal choice for
weight window thresholds and/or optimal source biasing functions.

In section 5.3 the introduction is put to good use on a one-group, finite
slab system. A full analysis is given of the solution to the transport, moment
and number of collisions equations for arbitrary system parameters. From
these expressions it is shown how a minimization of the cost function may be
accomplished.

In section 5.3 the effects of two groups on the moment and number of
collisions equations are explored. In order to not over complicate matters, the
system is assumed infinite. The effects of different weight windows in each
group are shown and the possibility of source biasing is explored.

The following derivations may be somewhat exhausting. It is the author’s
belief however that this is necessary in order to fully appreciate the complexity
of the equations involved, even for these simple systems.

47
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5.1 The two-directional model for neutron trans-
port

The key feature of the two-directional model as proposed by [Hoogenboom,
2008] is that neutrons are only allowed to move in two directions; either in
the positive or the negative direction. This rather extensive simplification of
reality brings with it the possibility of analytical solutions to the transport
equations, which in turn can be used to validate theory and numerical ap-
proximations. Unlike the diffusion approximation, two-directional transport
is also suited for Monte Carlo.

In order to gain insight and to have expressions ready for finding solu-
tions later on it will be necessary to cast familiar concepts, like kernels and
cross sections, into the two directional approach. It should be noted that at
most we are considering a piecewise homogeneous system, so the positional
dependence of cross sections can be dropped from now on. Full solutions to
the transport equations in such piecewise homogeneous systems can be found
by matching coefficients. In section 5.2, the interface conditions necessary to
enable matching between different regions will be shown.

We encountered four kernels in the equations governing the transport of
the different physical quantities of interest in Monte Carlo simulations. The
kernels L(P ′ → P ), K(P ′ → P ) and their adjoint counterparts L(P → P ′)
and K(P → P ′). In the two directional approach, a point in phase space
P can be represented by the following variables: x represents the position,
µ = ±1 the cosine of the scattering angle and g a particular energy group.1

The procedure is demonstrated for the kernel K(P ′ → P ) and its trans-
pose. From these expressions it will be clear how to write the other kernel
L(P ′ → P ) and its transpose.

The kernels K(P ′ → P ) and K(P → P ′)

Since neutrons are only allowed to move in two directions and the energy is
discretized, the kernel K(P ′ → P ) now represents the possibility for a neutron
entering a collision at x′ with an energy in group g′ and a direction µ′, which
is either forward or backward, to have a change in energy to group g and a
change in direction to µ and afterwards a flight to the next collision site x.

K(P ′ → P ) = C(x′, g′ → g, µ′ → µ)T (x′ → x, g, µ) (5.1)

in which it should be noted that, due to the piecewise continuity, the spatial
dependence of the collision kernel may be dropped. The collision kernel, Eq.

1Strictly we could maintain energy as a continuous variable but for practical reasons we
will use the group-wise approach most customary to nuclear reactor simulations.
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(2.17), can be written out further in the following way

C(g′ → g, µ′ → µ) =
Σg′
s

Σg′

t

p(g′ → g, µ′ → µ) (5.2)

in which, for the systems under consideration, a scattering event is assumed.2

p(g′ → g, µ′ → µ) represents the probability of scattering from g′ → g and
from µ′ → µ, given that there is a scattering event at x′.

The joint probability p(g′ → g, µ′ → µ) can be written more conveniently
in terms of a conditional probability

p(g′ → g, µ′ → µ) = p(µ′ → µ|g′ → g)p(g′ → g) (5.3)

The probability of scattering from group g′ → g can be expressed in terms of
scattering cross sections

p(g′ → g) =
Σg′g
s∑

g′′ Σ
g′g′′
s

=
Σg′g
s

Σg′
s

(5.4)

What remains is to find an expression for p(µ′ → µ|g′ → g).
Given a scattering event from group g′ → g there are two possible outcomes

for the direction; µ = ±1. So let us define the following differential scattering
cross section

Σg′g
s (µ′ → µ) =

{
Σg′g
→ µ′µ = +1

Σg′g
← µ′µ = −1

(5.5)

The total scattering cross section, going from group g′ → g is then

Σg′g
s = Σg′g

→ + Σg′g
← (5.6)

and the average scattering cosine can be defined as

µ̄g
′g

0 =
Σg′g
→ − Σg′g

←

Σg′g
s

(5.7)

After some manipulation, expressing the cross sections Σg′g
→ and Σg′g

← in terms
of the average scattering cosine using Eq. (5.6) and Eq. (5.7), the conditional
probability can be expressed as

p(µ′ → µ|g′ → g) =
1
2

(1 + µ′µµ̄0
g′g) (5.8)

2Interactions like fission may produce neutrons in P but it will be cumbersome to retain
these interactions since the system is assumed non-fissile.
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Finally the collision kernel can be expressed as

C(g′ → g, µ′ → µ) =
Σg′g
s

2Σg′

t

(1 + µ′µµ̄g
′g

0 ) (5.9)

There are some limitations regarding the different cross sections in order
to have a physical system. These limitations can be summarized as follows

Σg′
s =

∑
g

Σg′g
s (5.10)

Σg′

t = Σg′
s + Σg′

a (5.11)

|µ̄g
′g

0 | ≤ 1 (5.12)

Also, from now on, if the word isotropic is used it will refer to the average
scattering cosine being zero in the two directional approach: µ̄g

′g
0 = 0. This

means that scattering forward or backward is equally likely.
Transitions to other collision sites are governed by the transition kernel

T (x′ → x, g, µ), which can be expressed as

T (x′ → x, g, µ) =

{ µ = 1
{ Σg

t e
−Σgt (x−x′) x > x′

0 x < x′

µ = −1
{ Σg

t e
−Σgt (x′−x) x < x′

0 x > x′

(5.13)

To complete matters, the transport kernel in the two-directional approach
can be written as

K(P ′ → P ) =

{ µ = 1
{ Σg

′g
s

2Σg
′
t

(1 + µ′µ̄g
′g

0 )Σg
t e
−Σgt (x−x′) x > x′

0 x < x′

µ = −1
{ Σg

′g
s

2Σg
′
t

(1− µ′µ̄g
′g

0 )Σg
t e
−Σgt (x′−x) x < x′

0 x > x′

(5.14)

The adjoint kernel is the transpose of the forward kernel; effectively all
the primes reverse so we can be brief about the derivation and simply state
the full kernel. Be mindful though that when doing adjoint Monte Carlo, one
adopts a different approach as can be seen in appendix B.

K(P → P ′) =

{ µ′ = 1
{ Σgg

′
s

2Σgt
(1 + µµ̄gg

′

0 )Σg′

t e
−Σg

′
t (x′−x) x′ > x

0 x′ < x

µ′ = −1
{ Σgg

′
s

2Σgt
(1− µµ̄gg

′

0 )Σg′

t e
−Σg

′
t (x−x′) x′ < x

0 x′ > x

(5.15)
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Sources and other two-directional quantities

Quantities like the collision density or the source of first collisions have two
components; one in the positive (+) and one in the negative (−) direction.
Generally speaking, the ’total’ group-wise quantity in the forward case (mean-
ing total flux in some group, total collision density in some group, total source
etc.) is the sum over the two angles of the group-wise angular quantities.
More explicitly, for the forward source density S we have

S(x, g) = Sg+(x) + Sg−(x) (5.16)

in which some convenient notation has been introduced.
Adjoint quantities, like the moments, the adjoint emission density and

scoring functions have a somewhat different interpretation. The total quantity,
irrespective of direction, in some group is the average of the angular quantities
rather than the sum. More explicitly, for the second moment M2(x, g) we have

M2(x, g) =
1
2
(
Mg

2+(x) +Mg
2−(x)

)
(5.17)

It is also possible, much like in the case of ’regular’ transport theory, to
define a net current quantity which we’ll state here as JA, with the subscript
A indicating the quantity of interest. The emission current, as an example, is
then defined as

Jχ(x, g) = χg+(x)− χg−(x) (5.18)

In a similar fashion one could proceed to sum or average over the different
groups but this is trivial and generally one is more interested in group-wise
quantities anyhow.

5.2 Equivalent differential equations

In this section an example is given of how a solution to the integral equa-
tions of chapters 2 and 4 can be obtained. Under the restrictions of the
two-directional model, the integral kernels are such that a solution can be ob-
tained by transforming into a differential equation that can be solved, provided
proper boundary conditions.

As an example of how an equivalent differential equation can be derived, let
us look at the importance function χ∗(P ), Eq. (2.36), which can be rewritten
in the two-directional approach

χ∗g(x, µ) = ηgχ(x, µ) +
∑
µ′

∑
g′

∫
L(P → P ′)χ∗g

′
(x′, µ′)dx′ (5.19)
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which leads, using the kernel definition of Eq. (5.15), with some modification,
and the definitions of current and total group-wise quantities, to an angular
equation pair

χ∗g+ (x) = ηgχ+(x)

+
∑
g′

∫ b

x
Σgg′
s e−Σgt (x′−x)

{
χ∗g

′
(x′) + µ̄gg

′

0 Jg
′

χ∗(x
′)
}
dx′ (5.20)

χ∗g− (x) = ηgχ−(x)

+
∑
g′

∫ x

a
Σgg′
s e−Σgt (x−x′)

{
χ∗g

′
(x′)− µ̄gg

′

0 Jg
′

χ∗(x
′)
}
dx′ (5.21)

in which a, b are the boundaries of the system. Strictly speaking, the cross
sections may still depend on position but this dependence will at most be
region-wise so one can first state the differential equation for a region in which
the cross sections are constant and later match coefficients.

In order to proceed to a differential equation we have to take the derivative
of Eq. (5.20) and Eq. (5.21) with respect to position.

dχ∗g+ (x)
dx

=
dηgχ+(x)
dx

−
∑
g′

Σgg′
s

(
χ∗g

′
(x) + µ̄gg

′

0 Jg
′

χ∗(x)
)

+ Σg
t

(
χg+(x)− ηgχ+(x)

)
(5.22)

dχ∗g− (x)
dx

=
dηgχ−(x)
dx

+
∑
g′

Σgg′
s

(
χ∗g

′
(x)− µ̄gg

′

0 Jg
′

χ∗(x)
)
− Σg

t

(
χg−(x)− ηgχ−(x)

)
(5.23)

in which the Leibniz differentiation rule for integrals has been used, [Chris-
tiano, 1959]

d

dx

∫ b(x)

a(x)
f(x, x′)dx′ = f(x, b(x))b′(x)

−f(x, a(x))a′(x) +
∫

∂

∂x
f(x, x′)dx′ (5.24)

From Eq. (5.22) and Eq. (5.23) we can obtain the derivatives of the total
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group-wise quantity and the current by summing or subtracting respectively.

dχ∗g(x)
dx

=
dηgχ(x)
dx

+ Σg
trJ

g
χ∗(x)− Σg

tJ
g
ηχ(x)−

∑
g′ 6=g

Σgg′
s µ̄gg

′

0 Jg
′

χ∗(x) (5.25)

dJgχ∗(x)
dx

=
dJgηχ(x)
dx

+ Σg
rχ
∗g(x)− Σg

t η
g
χ(x)−

∑
g′ 6=g

Σgg′
s χ∗g

′
(x) (5.26)

in which we’ve defined the transport cross section as

Σg
tr = Σg

t − µ̄
gg
0 Σgg

s (5.27)

and the removal cross section as

Σg
r = Σg

t − Σgg
s (5.28)

All that is left now is taking the derivative of Eq. (5.25) and using Eq. (5.26) to
arrive at the second order non-homogeneous differential equation, equivalent
to Eq. (2.36) in the two directional approach.

d2χ∗g(x)
dx2

− k2
gχ
∗g(x) =

d2ηgχ(x)
dx2

− µ̄gg0 Σgg
s

dJgηχ(x)
dx

−Σg
tΣ

g
trη

g
χ(x)−

∑
g′ 6=g

Σgg′
s

{
Σg
trχ
∗g′(x) + µ̄gg

′

0

dJg
′

χ∗(x)
dx

}
(5.29)

in which

kg =
√

Σg
trΣ

g
r (5.30)

Once solutions have been obtained for the group which receives no inscat-
ter, the lowest energy group for the adjoint quantity, the angular importances
can be calculated using Eq. (5.26)

χ∗g± (x) = χ∗g(x)± Jgχ∗(x) = χ∗g(x)

± 1
Σg
tr

dχ∗g(x)
dx

− dηgχ(x)
dx

+ Σg
tJ

g
ηχ(x)−

∑
g′ 6=g

Σgg′
s µ̄gg

′

0 Jg
′

χ∗(x)

 (5.31)

Boundary and interface conditions

For a unique solution to Eq. (5.29), both boundary and interface conditions
are needed. The procedure for deriving these conditions is described below.
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The vacuum condition at the boundary for the forward flux has an adjoint
counterpart which can be deduced from Eq. (5.20) and Eq. (5.21). The inte-
grals extending over the boundary will give no contribution; i.e. the outward
angular importance is zero at the boundary except for the source contribution.
Using the definition of the current we can relate the density to the current at
the boundaries

Jgχ∗ |x=±b = Jgηχ |±b ∓ χ
∗g|±b (5.32)

in which b represents the boundary of the system; taken symmetric in this
case for notational convenience. Using Eq. (5.25) the boundary condition can
be derived

dχ∗g

dx
|±b =

dηgχ
dx
|±b − µ̄gg0 Σg

sJ
g
ηχ |±b

∓ Σg
trχ
∗g|±b −

∑
g′ 6=g

Σgg′
s µ̄gg

′

0

(
Jg
′
ηχ |±b ∓ χ

∗g′ |±b
)

(5.33)

At the interface between two different regions, conditions for the discontinuity
in the importance and the current, which is related to the derivative of the
importance, are needed. If we define ∆z|xi as the difference in the limit of the
function z taken from the right and from the left to the interface xi, we can
see from the average of Eq. (5.20) and Eq. (5.21) and also from Eq. (2.39)
that the discontinuity in the importance function and the current vanishes

∆χ∗g|xi = ∆Jgχ∗ |xi = 0 (5.34)

From Eq. (2.39) and Eq. (5.25), the interface condition for the derivative
of the importance can be derived

∆
(

1
Σg
tr

dχ∗g

dx

)
xi

= −∆
(

1
Σg
tr

Jηφ

)
xi

− Jgηχ∆
(

Σg
t

Σg
tr

)
xi

−
g′ 6=g∑
g′

Jg
′

χ∗∆

(
Σgg′
s µ̄gg

′

0

Σg
tr

)
xi

(5.35)

5.3 A one-group, isotropic, homogeneous slab

The title of this section suggests nothing very realistic. This unfortunately
is a necessity to have any hope of finding exact solutions to the equations
derived in chapters 2 and 4. The simple system consists of a slab with a
uniform, normalized, isotropic source. All cross sections are constant and
scattering is isotropic. The detector response is some average quantity over
the system volume like the average flux or the absorption rate. This means
that ηφ is a constant and therefore also ηψ. A schematic of the slab is given in
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Fig. 5.1. Under these restrictions the integral transport equations are easily
transformed (through the procedure outlined in section 5.2) into differential
equations and therefore solutions can be obtained quite readily. Also, the
solutions will be symmetric and no interface conditions are needed. Consider
for example the differential equation equivalent to Eq. (4.7) for the first
moment of the score

d2M1(x)
dx2

− k2M1(x) = −Σ2
t ηψ (5.36)

dM1(x)
dx

|x=±b = ∓ΣtM1(x)|x=±b (5.37)

k =
√

ΣtΣa

in which ηψ = ηφ/Σt. The solution may be written as

M1(x) = ψ∗(x) =
ηφ
Σa

{
1− Σs cosh(kx)

k sinh(kb) + Σt cosh(κb)

}
(5.38)

M1±(x) = M1(x)

The solutions to Eq. (2.21), Eq. (2.24), Eq. (2.36), Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (2.22)
are rather similar and are listed below.

ψ(x) =
SΣt

Σa

{
1− Σt cosh(kx)

k sinh(kb) + Σt cosh(kb)

}
(5.39)

χ(x) =
SΣt

Σa

{
1− Σs cosh(kx)

k sinh(κb) + Σt cosh(kb)

}
(5.40)

χ∗(x) =
ηφ
Σa

{
1− Σt cosh(kx)

k sinh(kb) + Σt cosh(kb)

}
(5.41)

x = 0 x = bx = −b

S = 1
2b

Figure 5.1: A schematic representation of the one-dimensional slab system studied
in this section. The system contains a uniform normalized source S and the response
represents the average flux in the system.
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I0(x) = ηψ {2M1(x)− ηψ}

= η2
φ

{
2
k2
− 1

Σ2
t

− 2
k2

Σs cosh(kx)
k sinh(kb) + Σt cosh(κb)

}
(5.42)

S1(x) = S {1− exp(−Σtb) cosh(Σtx)} (5.43)

and from Eq. (2.33) the response for this system can be obtained.

R =
∫
V
S1(x)M1(x)dx

=
2S2

kΣa

{
kb− Σt sinh(kb)

k sinh(kb) + Σt cosh(kb)

}
(5.44)

Note that this result could have been obtained from any of the response ex-
pressions from sections 2.2 and 2.3.

Since scattering is isotropic, the emission density has no angular depen-
dence and also first moment has no angular dependence. This is because
the transposed transport kernel K(x → x′) behaves like the forward kernel
L(x′ → x), which can be seen from Eq. (5.15) and Eq. (2.25). This ob-
servation is very useful because, given that the source terms are isotropic,
all equations governed by this transposed kernel will loose directional depen-
dence; which conveniently holds for all the moment and number of collision
equations in the following sections.

Analog simulation and implicit capture

When performing analog simulation or implicit capture, obviously there is no
possibility for optimization with respect to weight window thresholds. The
variance and cost function expressions in these cases form two ends of a spec-
trum and may be seen as a reference point by which to compare the Russian
roulette and splitting solutions.

Due to the kernel K(x → x′), the second moment equation of the score
and the number of collisions equation pose no real challenge. The solutions
can be obtained by transforming into a differential equation. Consider the
differential equation for the number of collisions in a simulation with only
implicit capture (denoted here by a subscript i), obtained from transforming
Eq. (4.42)

d2ni(x)
dx2

= −Σ2
t (5.45)

dni(x)
dx

|x=±b = ∓Σtni(x)|x=±b ± Σt

in which it is understood that ς0 = 1 for x ∈ V . The solution to Eq. (5.45)
can be written as

ni(x) = 1 + Σtb+
Σ2
t

2
(
b2 − x2

)
(5.46)
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and the solution to Eq. (4.43), analog situation, may be obtained in a similar
fashion

na(x) =
Σt

Σa

{
1− Σs cosh(kx)

k sinh(kb) + Σt cosh(kb)

}
(5.47)

It becomes clear that the number of collisions increases quite rapidly with
increasing b for the implicit capture case. For large systems it may very well
be that, from an efficiency perspective, implicit capture is to be avoided. When
this turning point occurs depends on how the second moment is influenced by
implicit capture.

The second moment equations for this situation are somewhat more com-
plicated due to the source I0(x). Still, a differential equation is easily obtained
and the solutions can be given in terms of the system parameters. The solu-
tions become quite messy and are therefore stated as follows

M2a(x) = Ca0 + Ca1 cosh(kx) + Ca2x sinh(kx) (5.48)

M2i(x) = Ci0 + Ci1 cosh(kx) + Ci2 cosh(
√

Σ2
t − Σ2

sx) (5.49)

in which the coefficients are defined in appendix C.
For a specific choice of system parameters the second moments and number

of collisions expressions may be used to calculate the cost of the simulation
through Eq. (4.12). These values can be used to compare results from the
situation with Russian roulette and splitting, discussed in the next section.

Russian roulette and splitting

In the one-group situation the weight window for Russian roulette and split-
ting is described by a threshold weight Wth beneath which Russian roulette
is played. The survival weight Ws and the splitting threshold are multiples
of this weight; i.e. Ws = αWth and Wsplit = βWth, with β > α obviously. A
schematic of the weight window is given in Fig. 5.3. The number of particles
after a splitting event is denoted by Nsplit. Strictly speaking there are four pa-
rameters which may be varied to minimize the cost function f(W,α, β,Nsplit).
Recall that W , rather than Wth is maintained as a variable and that only the
ratio between the two is of importance since it is the ratio between the two
that determines what value the parameters would have in a normal simulation,
i.e. when starting a history with a weight equal to one. Suppose for example
that the threshold is set at Wth = 0.5 and that the minimum in the cost func-
tion is found at W = 2 (at some value for (α, β,Nsplit)); the optimal choice
for the threshold weight in a regular simulation would then be Wth = 0.25.
In the following, only W is strictly maintained as a variable because (α, β,N)
determine the bounds and discontinuities between which f(W ) varies. Also, it
makes sense to let Nsplit be determined by the size of the window, rather than
maintaining it as a ’true’ minimization parameter since one can imagine that
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there will be no gain in efficiency from letting the particles after a splitting
event emerge with either a very high, or a very small weight.

The equations necessary to arrive at a cost equation are Eq. (4.40) and Eq.
(4.33) and since all properties are now well defined, finding solutions should
not be a problem at this point. There remains however one problem which
makes matters a little complicated. The weight after an event W ∗(x′, κW ) is
generally not equal to the weight before the event W and therefore the number
of collisions and second moment equations have no direct solution. There is
a way around this problem fortunately. Since the post event weight is always
lower than, or equal to the pre-event weight, the weight will eventually end up
at the survival weight Ws = αWth. This fact ensures that the second moment
and number of collision equations (in one group) may be interpreted as a
system of equations, recursively dependent on the solution at survival weight.
Once this solution is obtained, the solution at any weight can be constructed
from the solution at survival weight, as will be shown below.

The easiest and most intuitive way of demonstrating the point made above
is to let the pre-event weight equal the survival weight W = αWth and to let
the post event weight also equal the survival weight W ∗(καWth) = αWth.
This condition requires κWs ≤ Wth (or equivalently α < 1/κ) which is not a
very realistic assumption since κ is usually close to one. A more realistic κ,
or α, is treated in section 5.3 but for demonstration purposes this needlessly
complicates the equations.

Retaining the condition κWs ≤ Wth allows for obtaining an explicit ex-

W

I.C.

κW

Wth

αWth

βWth

Death by RR, W ∗ = 0

Survival of RR, W ∗ = αWth

Kn(x→ x′)

Figure 5.2: A schematic representation of a possible weight window with incoming
weight W . The event is played with a pre-event weight κW due to implicit capture,
which is below the Russian roulette threshold Wth. The particle either gets killed by
Russian roulette or survives the event with a post-event weight equal to the survival
weight αWth, and the particle is allowed to continue to a new collision point P ′; the
transport probability of which is given by the normalized kernel Kn.
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pression for both second moment and number of collisions directly. From
these solutions, recursive expressions for the second moment and number of
collisions in different weight ranges can be obtained as will be demonstrated
in the following.

Case 1: W = αWth and κW ≤Wth

Or equivalently α < 1/κ. With these conventions the second moment and
number of collisions become simple integral equations

M2(x, αWth) = α2W 2
thI0(x)

+
∫ b

−b

Σs

2
exp(−Σt|x′ − x|)M2(x′, αWth)dx′ (5.50)

n(x, αWth) = 1 +
∫ b

−b

Σs

2
exp(−Σt|x′ − x|)n(x′, αWth)dx′ (5.51)

Solutions to Eq. (5.50) can be obtained either directly from the integral
equations or from the equivalent differential equations. The solutions read

M2(x, αWth) = CM0 + CM1 cosh(kx) + CM2x sinh(kx) (5.52)

n(x, αWth) =
Σt

Σa

{
1− Σs cosh(kx)

k sinh(kb) + Σt cosh(kb)

}
(5.53)

in which the coefficients for the second moment are defined in Appendix C.
From this point on it is only a matter of determining when the weight

after an event will be below the threshold, because then W ∗ = αWth and the
equations can be solved. Starting from low weights, in which case Russian
roulette will always be played, we will work our way up to high weights, in
which case splitting is always done.

Case 2: Wth/κ
Ng ≤W ≤Wthκ

Ng+1 and κW < βWth

The index g stands for group and has no meaning is this situation. It is
retained to ensure there will be no confusion with N , which represents the
number of neutron histories.

Since the weight after a collision will always be less than the splitting
threshold we have that zN = 0. Also,

z1(κNg+1W ) = κNg+1 W

αWth

W ∗(κNg+1W ) = αWth

z1(κNgW ) = 1

W ∗(κNgW ) = κNg+1W
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A particle at a higher weight will have to collide a distinct number of times
before attaining a pre-event weight which is below the threshold. This ob-
servation makes it possible to relate solutions at any weight to the situation
at αWth. To that end let us consider the derivation of the number of colli-
sions equation in this weight range, using the following definition for repeated
integrations

ςj+1(x) =
∫
K(x→ x′)ςj(x′)dx′ (5.54)

ς0(x) =

{
1 x ∈ V
0 x /∈ V (5.55)

This makes a recursive equation for the number of collisions possible

n(x, κNgW ) = ς0(x) + κNg+1 W

αWth

∫
Kn(x→ x′)n(P ′, αWth)dP ′

= ς0(x)
{

1− κNg W

αWth

}
+

W

αWth
n(x, αWth)

n(x, κNg−1W ) = ς(x) + κ−1

∫
K(x→ x′)n(x′, κNgW )dx′

= ς0(x)
{

1− κNg−1 W

αWth

}
+ ς1(x)κ−1

{
1− κNg W

αWth

}
+ κNg−1 W

αWth
n(x, αWth)

...

n(x,W ) =
Ng∑
j=0

ςj(x)
(
κ−j − W

αWth

)
+

W

αWth
n(x, αWth) (5.56)

equivalently one can define a repeated integration over the source in the second
moment equation as

Ij+1(x) =
∫
K(x→ x′)Ij(x′)dx′ (5.57)

and also a recursive equation is possible

M2(x,W ) = W

Ng∑
j=0

(
Wκj − αWthIj(x)

)
+

W

αWth
M2(x, αWth) (5.58)

We have now expressed the second moment and number of collisions within a
certain weight range in terms of the solution at survival weight.

All that is left now is provide solutions to Eq. (5.56) and Eq. (5.58). The
repeated integrations can be rewritten as a differential equation from which
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the solutions can be obtained. Since both Eq. (5.57) and Eq. (5.54) are
defined by the same integral operator, the resulting differential equations will
have the same form and the same boundary conditions. As an example we
write for In+1

d2In+1

dx2
− Σ2

t In+1 = −ΣtΣsIn (5.59)

dIn+1

dx
|x=±b = ∓ΣtIn+1|x=±b (5.60)

It can be verified by either substitution in the integral or differential equations
that the solutions take the following form.

In(x) = Cn +Dn cosh(kx) +
n−1∑
j=0

xj {En,j cosh(Σtx) + Fn,j sinh(Σtx)} (5.61)

ςn(x) = An +
n−1∑
j=0

xj {Bn,j cosh(Σtx) + Cn,j sinh(Σtx)} (5.62)

in which the coefficients are defined by filling in the solutions in the equivalent
differential equation. Doing so results in

Cn =
(

Σs

Σt

)n
C0 (5.63)

Dn = D0 (5.64)

An =
(

Σs

Σt

)n
A0 (5.65)

and for the coefficients in front of a power of x it holds that, under the following
restrictions

En,j = Bn,j = 0 for j = odd

Fn,j = Cn,j = 0 for j = even

also j 6= 0 and j ≤ n− 1

the coefficients can be written as

En,j = −ΣtΣsFn−1,j−1 + j(j − 1)Fn,j+1

2jΣt
(5.66)

Bn,j = −ΣtΣsCn−1,j−1 + j(j − 1)Cn,j+1

2jΣt
(5.67)

Fn,j = −ΣtΣsEn−1,j−1 + j(j − 1)En,j+1

2jΣt
(5.68)

Cn,j = −ΣtΣsCn−1,j−1 + j(j − 1)Cn,j+1

2jΣt
(5.69)
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The last pair of coefficients follows from the boundary condition

En,0 = − 1
Σt (sinh(Σtb) + cosh(Σtb))

× (ΣtCn +Dn (κ cosh(κb) + Σt sinh(κb))

+
n−1∑
j=1

En,j
{

(jbj−1 + Σtb
j) cosh(Σtb) + Σtb

j sinh(Σtb)
}

+
n−1∑
j=1

Fn,j
{

(jbj−1 + Σtb
j) sinh(Σtb) + Σtb

j cosh(Σtb)
}

) (5.70)

Bn,0 = − 1
Σt (sinh(Σtb) + cosh(Σtb))

× (ΣtAn

+
n−1∑
j=1

Bn,j
{

(jbj−1 + Σtb
j) cosh(Σtb) + Σtb

j sinh(Σtb)
}

+
n−1∑
j=1

Cn,j
{

(jbj−1 + Σtb
j) sinh(Σtb) + Σtb

j cosh(Σtb)
}

) (5.71)

The values for all coefficients can de determined by starting with the solution
with lowest index n = 0. From this known solution, the coefficients with
increasing index can be found by filling in the above relations.

The number Ng can be obtained by taking the logarithm of the weight
range provided in the title of this section and performing some elementary
operations

ln(Wth/W )
ln(κ)

− 1 ≤Ng ≤
ln(Wth/W )

ln(κ)

We recognize that the number Ng is a unique integer (as it should be, since a
particle makes a unique number of collisions before attaining a weight below
the threshold) and therefore we can omit one side of the expression by using
a flooring function, written here as: bac = Max {n ∈ N0|n ≤ a}. A further
constraint stems from the fact that the pre-event weight in this range shouldn’t
exceed the splitting threshold. All in all this leads to the following

Ng =
⌊

ln(Wth/W )
ln(κ)

⌋
(5.72)

Ng ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...NgMax}

NgMax =
⌊

1− ln(β)
ln(κ)

⌋
Note at this point that the functions n(x,W ) and M2(x,W ) will be discon-
tinuous in weight as the particle, depending on which weight it carries, will
need more or less collisions to attain a post-event weight beneath the Russian
roulette threshold.
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Case 3: βWth ≤ κW but κ2W/Nsplit < βWth

In this weight range the particles will definitely split after a collision event
but the post-event weight will be below the splitting threshold.

Since z1(κW ) = 0, zN (κW ) = 1 and W ∗(κW ) = κW/Nsplit the solution
to Eq. (4.33) can be obtained quite readily using the definitions from Case 2
for repeated integrations. For the second moment we have

M2(x,W ) = I0(x)
(
W 2 −WαWth

)
+W 2 κ

N

Ng∑
j=0

κjIj+1(x)

−WαWth

Ng∑
j=0

Ij+1(x) +
W

αWth
M2(x, αWth)

+W 2 κ

Nsplit
(Nsplit − 1)

∫
K(x→ x′)M2

1 (x′)dx′ (5.73)

and the number of collisions can be obtained in a similar fashion

n(x,W ) = ς0(x)
(

1− W

αWth

)
+
N

κ

Ng∑
j=0

{
κ−j − κW

NαWth

}
ςj+1(x)

+
W

αWth
n(x, αWth) (5.74)

After some manipulation the following result can be obtained for the value Ng

Ng =
⌊

ln(NsplitWth/W )
ln(κ)

− 1
⌋

(5.75)

Ng ∈ {NgMin, ..., NgMax}

NgMin =
⌊

ln(Nsplit/β)
ln(κ)

⌋
Realistic κ values

For κ close to one (or α larger than 1/κ), the second moment or number of
collisions equation at survival weight will not have a direct solution. Rather,
the weight needs a number of transitions to come below the threshold weight
Wth, in which case the post-event weight equals the survival weight again;
W ∗ = αWth. As before, the criterion is Wth/κ

Ns ≤ W ≤ Wthκ
Ns+1, with the

subscript s denoting the survival weight situation. In terms of the minimiza-
tion parameters this can be expressed more conveniently as

NS =
⌊
− ln(α)

ln(κ)

⌋
(5.76)

NS ∈ N0
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In order to obtain a solution for n(P, αWth, Ns) it is necessary to evaluate
repeated integrations over the source term ς0 (as was the case in Case 3) and
now also over the solution function itself! In general, the equation for the
number of collisions at survival weight may be written as

f0(x,Ns) =
Ns∑
j=0

κ−jςj(x) + fNs+1(x,Ns) (5.77)

f0(x,Ns) = n(x, αWth, Ns)

fk+1(x,Ns) =
∫
K(x→ x′)fk(x′, Ns)dP ′

=
∫ b

−b

Σs

2
exp(−Σt|x− x′|)fk(x′, Ns)dx′ (5.78)

fNs+1(x,Ns) now represents Ns + 1 integrations over the solution itself. The
kernel K(x → x′) is fortunately well behaved and the equation basically de-
scribes a system of linear integral equations in which the solution function is
found in the first and last equation of the set.

Apart from numerical procedures, [Porter and Stirling, 1990], there is un-
fortunately no general way of solving this type of equation. For very large
systems the bounds may be approximated as being infinite and since the
kernel essentially only depends on the difference between |x − x′| it may be
interpreted as a convolution. When this is the case there are methods involv-
ing Fourier transforms, since convolution equals multiplication in the Fourier
domain, that offer solutions quite readily, [Pipkin, 1991].

For this particular problem the bounds cannot be simply approximated as
infinite. There is hope, however. Because of symmetry one can differentiate
the system of integral equations twice with respect to x and obtain a system of
differential equation; resulting in an (Ns+1)th order, self consistent differential
equation. The procedure is very cumbersome and only the case for Ns = 1
is treated here. Let a prime denote differentiation w.r.t. x, discard the Ns

dependence for notational convenience and let S = ς0(x) +κ−1ς1(x). We then
have

f
′′′′
0 = S

′′′′
+ f

′′′′
2

= S
′′′′

+ Σ2
t f2f

′′
2 − ΣtΣsf

′′
1

= S
′′′′ − Σ2

tS
′′

+ Σ2
t f
′′
0 + Σ2

tΣtΣs {f0 − f1}

= S
′′′′ − 2Σ2

tS
′′

+ Σ4
tS + 2Σ2

t f
′′
0 − Σ2

tk
2f0 (5.79)

and also four boundary conditions are needed (actually two will suffice because
of symmetry) which can be obtained from the odd derivatives at the boundary.

f
′
0|±b = S

′
±b ∓ Σt (f0 − S)±b (5.80)

f
′′′
0 |±b = S

′′′
±b + Σ2

t

(
f
′
0 − S

′
)
±b
∓ Σt

(
f
′′
0 − S

′′
)
±b
± Σ3

t (f0 − S)±b (5.81)
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Solving Eq. (5.79) analytically is obviously going to be a labour intensive ex-
ercise which is best left to a solver like MAPLE3. Higher Ns will be even more
laborious. Nevertheless, solutions can be obtained for any Ns in principle.

Complete specification of the system

There are several weight window parameters which influence the shape and
number of discontinuities of the cost function. First of all, a threshold weight
Wth has to be chosen. Recall that this is not strictly a minimization parameter
since the choice was made to express everything in terms of W rather than
Wth and it is only the ratio between the two that matters. The number of dis-
continuities and the shape of f(W ) is further determined by the choice of the
ratio between survival weight and RR threshold weight α = Ws/Wth and the
ratio between the splitting threshold and the RR threshold β = Wsplit/Wth.
Actually, β only influences the number of discontinuities and their respective
positions but it occurs nowhere in the equations describing f(W ).

Once the system parameters have been established (i.e. the size, cross
sections etc.) it is possible to find a minimum in the cost function for a
specific combination of parameters using the functions specified in the three
cases. The number of discontinuities for varying parameters α, β,Nsplit, the
bounds in the different sums (Ns, Ng) and also the weights, which we shall
call Wdisc, at which they occur are given by

NS =
⌊
− ln(α)

ln(κ)

⌋
Wdisc =

Wth

κNg
Ng = 1, 2, ..., NgMax

WSplit =
βWth

κ

Wdisc =
NsplitWth

κNg+2
Ng = NgMin, ..., NgMax − 1

NgMin =
⌊

ln(Nsplit/β)
ln(κ)

⌋
NgMax =

⌊
1− ln(β)

ln(κ)

⌋
WMax =

NsplitβWth

κ2

So, given that no weight boundaries coincide there are in total 2NgMax + 2−
NgMin discontinuities in the cost function and therefore also just as many
functions to be evaluated.

It is unfortunate that the cost function does not vary smoothly with the
minimization parameters and therefore some work is necessary to find the

3Maple 13 was used for the calculations in this thesis, http://www.maplesoft.com
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global minimum. However, once the solution at survival weight is found, it
is simply a matter of working out the bounds and the algebraic equations
relating the different weight range solutions to the one at survival weight.

Minimization strategy

The strategy to find the global minimum of the cost would be to first establish
the weight discontinuities and the bounds of the different sums from section
5.3, given the system parameters and the minimization parameters. Subse-
quently the expressions at survival weight M2(x, αWth) and n(x, αWth) need
to be obtained. The functions at any weight can be expressed in terms of the
solutions at survival weight. From these functions f(W ) can be constructed by
evaluating the integrals Eq. (4.35) and Eq. (4.41) and multiplying the results.
This procedure needs to be repeated for a different choice of minimization pa-
rameters and so forth. The global minimum of the cost may be located at a
discontinuity in W , in which case we cannot simply set the derivative of f(W )
to zero and solve for W . Since many expressions need to be evaluated, the
calculations performed in this work were done with an automated algorithm
written in MAPLE134.

Extension to source biased systems

By now the solution to the functions n(x,W ) and M2(x,W ) will be fully
known. Trying different source biasing strategies is not an operation that will
lead to fundamental complications. However, the amount of work that has
to be done to find a global minimum in the cost function will most definitely
increase.

The way to handle this problem is to first derive the full solutionsM2(x,W )
and n(x,W ) for the non-biased system and subsequently alter the initial
weights according to the procedure of section 3.2, leading to M2(x,W (x))
and n(x,W (x)). The integrals Eq. (4.45) and Eq. (4.48) can in principle be
evaluated, but since the non-biased functions contained numerous discontinu-
ities to begin with, the biased versions will contain even more. It is therefore
to be preferred to perform discrete spatial biasing; i.e. divide the source region
into a number of uniformly biased regions.

5.4 An infinite two-group system

Another interesting system consists of a two-group, infinite system in which
up-scattering from group one to two is prohibited. As before, everything is
assumed isotropic so directional dependence may be omitted straight away.
The most important simplification, however, is that now also spatial depen-

4 http://www.maplesoft.com
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dence can be dropped. This leads to an algebraic system of equations for the
moment and number of collisions equations which can be easily solved.

Let M1g denote the first moment in group g, which is either 1 or 2 and
follow this notation for other quantities as well. The first moment equation,
Eq. (4.7), then takes the following form

M11 = ηψ1 +
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

M11 +
Σ12
s

Σ1
t

M12

M12 = ηψ2 + κ2M12

which has solutions equal to

M12 =
ηψ2

1− κ2
(5.82)

M11 =
ηψ1Σ1

t (1− κ2) + ηψ2Σ12
s

Σ1
t (1− κ2) + Σ11

s (κ2 − 1)
(5.83)

The choice for a weight window makes life a bit more complicated, because
scattering from group one to group two introduces new weight range possi-
bilities. Furthermore, the weight windows by no means have to be the same
in the two groups. To keep matters manageable suppose the weight window
boundaries in the first group are a multiple of the window boundaries in the
second group; i.e. Wth1 = γWth2. In practice, one would choose a fixed
window (α, β) and let the starting weight in the respective group determine
the value of γ. A starting weight different from one may for example occur
due to source biasing, but more about that later. For the moment suppose
Wth2 = Wth and therefore everything is determined in terms of the window
parameters of the second group. A schematic of the weight window is given
in Fig. 5.4.

The second moment and number of collisions equation can in general be
written as

M2g(W ) = W 2I0g + (z1(κgW ) +NzN (κgW ))κ−1
g

×
∑
g′

Σgg′
s

Σg
t

M2g′(W ∗(κgW ))

+ zN (κgW )
N − 1
N

W 2κg
∑
g′

Σgg′
s

Σg
t

M2
1g (5.84)

ng(W ) = 1 + (z1(κgW ) +NzN (κgW ))κ−1
g

×
∑
g′

Σgg′
s

Σg
t

ng′(W ∗(κgW )) (5.85)
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in which scattering from 2→ 1 is prohibited.
The general idea behind the following derivation again revolves around the

fact that, once solutions are found at the survival weight, every solution at a
certain weight may be expressed in terms of the solution at survival weight.
It should be noted, however, that the survival weights in the two groups may
differ; notably by a factor γ. The response, variance and number of collisions
may be expressed as

R =
∑
g

S1gM1g (5.86)

Var(W ) =
∑
g

S1g
M2g(W )
W 2

−R2 (5.87)

Nc(W ) =
∑
g

S1gng(W ) (5.88)

f(W ) = Var(W )Nc(W ) (5.89)

which, deceivingly, looks a lot simpler than the situation for the space depen-
dent one group system. One has to remember, however, that there are now

Wth

αWth

βWth

group 2

γWth

γαWth

γβWth

group 1

γ

W

κgW

κg

Figure 5.3: A schematic representation of a possible event for a particle colliding
with a weight W . Depending on the group g, the pre-event weight will be either κ1W
or κ2W and the respective group window will be used for the event. For illustration
purposes the window scale factor is chosen as γ = 0.5. This shows that the event may
have an entirely different outcome for a particle, depending on the group it is in.
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three parameters determining the number of discontinuities and the bounds
between which f(W ) varies.

For the second group not much changes with respect to the situation for the
one-group, finite system and therefore each individual weight range will start
with the expressions for this group. The first group also contains contributions
from the second group and therefore some more work is needed in order to
arrive at solutions; particularly at high weights. Once the full solution for
group two, including the possibility of any choice of κ, is obtained the first
group is treated.

Solutions for group 2

As in the finite, one-group system the solution at survival weight will be
calculated first. From this expression, solutions at any weight will be given.
First for the case that splitting does not occur and second, for the case that
splitting does occur. Since the procedure of deriving the recursive expressions
was treated extensively for the one-group system it will not be necessary to
state every derivation explicitly. Also, the solutions are much easier for the
infinite system since there is no spatial dependence.

case 1: W = WS = αWth

Let NS2 + 1 denote the number of collisions, for a particle entering a collision
with weight Ws in group 2, necessary to attain a weight beneath the threshold
weight Wth. Then

NS2 =
⌊
− ln(α)

ln(κ2)

⌋
(5.90)

NS2 ∈ N0

It can now be easily verified that the solutions for the number of collisions and
second moment in the second group, at survival weight (in the second group)
are as follows

M22(WS = αWth) =
α2W 2

thI02
∑NS2

j=0 κ
2j
2

1− κNS2+1
2

(5.91)

n2(αWth) =
NS2 + 1

1− κNS2+1
2

(5.92)

case 2: Wth/κ
N2
2 ≤W ≤Wth/κ

N2+1
2 but W < βWth/κ2

In this case the particle needs N2 + 1 collisions in the second group to attain
a weight below the threshold under the restriction that no splitting is played.
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The functions of interest take the following form

M22(W ) = W 2I02

N2∑
j=0

κ2j
2 + κN2+1

2

W

αWth
M22(αWth) (5.93)

n2(W ) = N2 + 1 + κN2+1
2

W

αWth
n2(αWth) (5.94)

The number N2 is determined via

N2 =
⌊

ln(Wth/W )
ln(κ2)

⌋
(5.95)

N2 ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...N2Max}

N2Max =
⌊

1− ln(β)
ln(κ2)

⌋
case 3: βWth/κ2 ≤W but W < NsplitβWth/κ

2
2

In this case the particle will split after experiencing its first collision. The
weight is restricted by the fact that the post-event weight should not be
higher than the splitting threshold βWth. The restriction also implies that
the post-event contribution in the equations will always be from the weight
range of case 2 under the same boundary restrictions. Therefore, the second
moment and number of collisions can be expressed explicitly in terms of a
source contribution and a contribution from the situation at survival weight

M22(W ) = W 2I02

1 +
κ2

2

N

N2∑
j=0

κ2j
2

+ κ2
2W

2Nsplit − 1
Nsplit

M2
12

+ κN2+2
2

W

αWth
M22(αWth) (5.96)

n2(W ) = 1 +Nsplit (N2 + 1) + κN2+2
2

W

αWth
n2(αWth) (5.97)

in which the number N2 is determined via

N2 =
⌊

ln(NWth/W )
ln(κ2)

− 1
⌋

N2 ∈ {N2Min, ..., N2Max}

N2Min =
⌊

ln(N/β)
ln(κ2)

⌋
and N2Max is as before

Now that the solutions for the entire weight range of the second group are
available for any choice of the parameters {α, β, γ,W,Nsplit}, which influence
the minimization of the cost function, it is time to consider the first energy
group and its solutions for any choice of W .
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Solutions for group 1

In order to establish a solution for any choice of W the first priority is to find
expressions for the situation at survival weight in the first group W = γαWth

case 1: W = γαWth

Let the number NS1 + 1 denote the number of collision, for a particle entering
its first collision in the first group, necessary to reach a weight below γWth.
With this convention it is possible to write down expressions for the number
of collisions and the second moment in group one at survival weight.

M21(γαWth) = Q(γαWth)2I01

NS1∑
j=0

κj1

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)j

+Q

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)NS1
(

Σ12
s

Σ1
t

)
M22(γαWth)

+Q

(
Σ12
s

Σ1
t

)NS1∑
j=1

κ−j1

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)j−1

M22(κj1γαWth) (5.98)

n1(γαWth) = Q

NS1∑
j=0

κ−j1

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)j

+Q

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)NS1
(

Σ12
s

Σ1
t

)
n2(γαWth)

+Q

(
Σ12
s

Σ1
t

)NS1∑
j=1

κ−j1

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)j−1

n2(κj1γαWth) (5.99)

in which it is understood that the sums going from j = 1 should be discarded
for NS1 = 0 and

Q =

{
1−

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)NS1+1
}−1

NS1 =
⌊
− ln(α)

ln(κ1)

⌋
(5.100)

NS1 ∈ N0

Obviously, higher values for NS1 mean more work since then more contribu-
tions from the second group have to evaluated. However, once a solution is
obtained one can proceed to higher weights.
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case 2: γWth/κ
N1
1 ≤W ≤ γWth/κ

N1+1
1 but W < γβWth/κ1

In this weight range it is again a matter of relating back to the case at survival
weight W = γαWth and of course, evaluating the ’in-scatter’ terms from group
2. The complication arising now is that depending on the parameter γ the
second group contribution may be from any weight for which a solution is
available, which makes it necessary to evaluate every contribution separately.
The solutions may be written as

M21(W ) = W 2I01

N1∑
j=0

κj1

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)j

+
W

γαWth

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)N1+1

M21(γαWth)

+
W

γαWth

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)N1
(

Σ12
s

Σ1
t

)
M22(γαWth)

+
(

Σ12
s

Σ1
t

) N1∑
j=1

κ−j1

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)j−1

M22(κj1W ) (5.101)

n1(W ) =
W

γαWth

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)N1+1

n1(γαWth)

+
W

γαWth

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)N1
(

Σ12
s

Σ1
t

)
n2(γαWth)

+
(

Σ12
s

Σ1
t

) N1∑
j=1

κ−j1

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)j−1

n2(κj1W )

+
N1∑
j=1

κ−j1

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)j
(5.102)

in which N1 is determined via

N1 =
⌊

ln(Wth/W )
ln(κ1)

⌋
(5.103)

N1 ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...N1Max}

N1Max =
⌊

1− ln(β)
ln(κ1)

⌋
case 3: γαWth/κ1 ≤W but W < WMax

In this weight range splitting will occur in the first group. The restriction
imposed is, as before, that the post-event weight W ∗ should not exceed the
splitting threshold ’in the same group’. The second group contribution may
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very well be in the weight range where splitting occurs. However, solutions
are only available up to a certain weight in the second group as well. The
maximum allowable weight should be smaller than some value WMax, defined
by

W < WMax = Min

{
N2
splitβWth

κ1κ2
2

,
NsplitγβWth

κ2
1

}
(5.104)

It should further be noted that the in-group contribution will be from a weight
range below the splitting threshold and therefore it is possible to write this
term out more explicitly.

M21(W ) = W 2I01
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Nsplit
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s
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t
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(
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n1(W ) = 1 +Nsplit
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j=0
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Σ12
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j=0

κ
−(j+1)
1

(
Σ11
s

Σ1
t

)j
n2(κj+1

1 W/Nsplit) (5.106)

in which N1 is now determined from the post-event weight κ1W/N , from which
it follows that

N1 =
⌊

ln(NWth/W )
ln(κ1)

− 1
⌋

(5.107)

N1 ∈ {N1Min, ..., N1Max}

N1Min =
⌊

ln(N/β)
ln(κ1)

⌋
Full specification

Minimization of any of the functions with regard to the different parameters
will be quite a laborious undertaking since the functions are far from smooth
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and contain numerous discontinuities whose position, with respect to W , and
number may vary with a different choice of parameters. The global minimum
may be found at such a discontinuity in which case the standard tool for finding
a minimum, i.e. setting the differentiated function equal to zero and solving
for the optimal parameter choice, will yield no result. It is therefore necessary
to identify all discontinuities and the sum indexes like N1, N2 specifying the
functions in between in a structured way.

The discontinuities arising from the in-group terms in the second group
are defined by

Wdisc =
Wth

κN2
2

N2 = 1, 2, ..., N2max

Wdisc =
βWth

κ2

Wdisc =
NsplitWth

κN2+2
2

N2 = N2Min, ..., N2Max − 1

N2Max =
⌊

1− ln(β)
ln(κ2)

⌋
N2Min =

⌊
ln(N/β)
ln(κ2)

⌋
WMax =

NsplitβWth

κ2
2

which in total make 2N2Max + 2 − N2Min discontinuities, just as in the first
case.

The discontinuities arising from the in-group terms in the first group are
defined by

Wdisc =
γWth

κN1
1

N1 = 1, 2, ..., N1max

Wdisc =
γβWth

κ1

Wdisc =
NsplitγWth

κN1+2
1

N1 = N1Min, ..., N1Max − 1

N1Max =
⌊

1− ln(β)
ln(κ1)

⌋
N1Min =

⌊
ln(N/β)
ln(κ1)

⌋
WMax = Min

{
N2
splitβWth

κ1κ2
2

,
NsplitγβWth

κ2
1

}

which totals 2N1Max + 2−N1Min discontinuities.
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Since the first group contains in-scatter terms from the second group which
carry weights of κj1W and κj+1

1 W/N it is necessary to evaluate at which weight
W these entry-weights will coincide with any of the 2N2Max + 2 − N2Min

discontinuities in the second group. The larger the values for N2Max, N1Max,
the messier it gets obviously. For a good mathematical solver like MAPLE135

this will pose no challenge when the in-group solutions are provided.

5Maple 13 was used for the calculations in this thesis, http://www.maplesoft.com





Chapter 6

Sample cases

In the following, the equations derived in chapter 5 are applied to specific
examples. The cost function is minimized to find an optimal choice of weight
window thresholds. Optimal source biasing is also treated in the two-group
infinite system. All results are verified by means of Monte Carlo simulations
and the results are discussed.

6.1 A one-group, isotropic, homogeneous slab

This particular system is a good starting point for applying the theory of
chapters 4 and 5 because, although the equations are more complex than for
the case of the two group infinite system, the number of discontinuities as
a function of weight is quite limited. The choice of system parameters is
specified in table 6.1. For this particular choice of parameters, the absorption
is quite high and a neutron born at x = 0 will have to traverse bΣt = 11 mean
free paths before possibly leaving the system. From this point of view, analog
simulation is unattractive. The response is the average flux over the entire
system: ηφ = 1/V , so increasing the number of collisions, by means of implicit
capture, would seem a sensible idea as scoring can occur everywhere in the

Σt = 1.1 cm−1

Σs = 0.5 cm−1

b = 10cm
κ ≈ 0.4545455
k ≈ 0.8124 cm−1

Wth = 0.5

Table 6.1: A summary of system parameters for the one-group, isotropic, homoge-
neous slab.
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Figure 6.1: The total and directional forward fluxes and the first moment of the score
in the system are displayed as a function of position. The first moment obtained with
Monte Carlo and the total flux obtained with the discrete ordinates code XSDRN are
also displayed. Note that M1(x) = M1±(x).

system. Due to the high absorption, however, the weight of the particle will
rapidly fall, leading to a decrease in efficiency. This begs for Russian roulette
as a means of terminating particles that carry a low statistical weight. All
in all, given this particular choice of system parameters, it is hard to say
beforehand which simulation strategy is best and it will be interesting to see
to what extent different choices of weight window thresholds will affect the
efficiency and variance in the response estimate.

To get a better feeling for the system, the total and directional fluxes and
the first moment of the score are displayed in Fig. 6.1. The analytic results
from Eq. (2.21) were verified by mean of Monte Carlo and with the discrete
ordinates code XSDRN [Green and Petrie, 1998]. Note that the forward flux
has directional dependence, but the first moment of the score does not. This
makes sense from a physical point of view. Because scattering is isotropic, the
importance of a particle entering a collision to the left or right at some position
x is, and should, be equal. In a similar fashion, the emission densities (adjoint
and forward) and collision densities were calculated. The second moment and
number of collisions functions for the analog and implicit capture situations
can also be obtained quite readily from the equations derived in section 5.3.
Suffice to say that all functions of interest for the calculation of efficiency are
symmetric, hyperbolic functions with a similar shape as the first moment of
the score in Fig. 6.1.
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Method R Var
Analog MC 7.745 · 10−2 ± 2 · 10−5 3.0771 · 10−3

Analog analytically 7.743322725 · 10−2 3.071512766 · 10−3

IC MC 7.74345 · 10−2 ± 6 · 10−6 3.4063 · 10−4

IC analytically 7.743322725 · 10−2 3.40052854 · 10−4

Method Nc f

Analog MC 1.7038 5.243 · 10−3

Analog analytically 1.703530999 5.232417211 · 10−3

IC MC 51.315 1.748 · 10−2

IC analytically 51.33333335 1.745604651 · 10−2

Table 6.2: Summary of the results obtained for analog simulation and a simulation
containing only implicit capture. Results are shown obtained by analytical means and
by Monte Carlo simulation. 107 particles were used for the MC results. The variance
denotes the variance in a response estimate from a single neutron history obviously.
The variances in the Monte Carlo estimates of Var and Nc were not calculated.

The results for the analog and implicit capture situations are summarized
in table Table 6.2. The Monte Carlo results were obtained by simulating 107

particle histories in a simple Monte Carlo neutron transport program, written
specifically for this work. Var denotes the variance from a single particle
history. The standard deviation in the response estimate is then obtained by
calculating σ =

√
Var/N , in which N = 107.

From Table 6.2 it becomes clear that only implicit capture, without Rus-
sian roulette as a means of terminating particles with low weight, seriously
deteriorates the efficiency of the simulation because, although a reduction in
variance of about one order of magnitude is accomplished, the number of col-
lisions is increased by roughly three times that amount. This is due to the fact
that a neutron history will only end if the neutron leaks out of the system.

Russian roulette and splitting

For this particular situation there are four weight window parameters of in-
terest. Obviously there is W , which eventually determines an optimal choice
of the weight window lower bound or Russian roulette threshold Wth. α rep-
resents the ratio of the Russian roulette threshold and the survival weight
α = Ws/Wth. β represents the ratio between the splitting threshold and the
Russian roulette threshold β = Wsplit/Wth. β only has influence on the num-
ber of discontinuities and their locations in the range of f(W ) but not on the
overall hight of the function. Nsplit determines the number of fragments after
a splitting event

To study the effects of different choices for the weight window param-
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eters (W,α, β,Nsplit), numerous computations were performed with varying
thresholds and of course, varying initial weight W . It turns out that, for
this particular system, the parameters (α, β,Nsplit) are of marginal influence
in the overall cost and/or variance reduction, albeit that a sensible choice
must be made and extreme values should be avoided. The best results were
obtained for (Wmin = 5.324, α = 2, β > 4.84, Nsplit = 2). The parameters
(α = 2, β > 4.84, Nsplit = 2) should not be interpreted as the result of ’true’
minimization because, for example, a value of β = 100 will result in exactly the
same minimum of f(W ). Despite the fact that the discontinuities will shift,
the location at which the minimum occurs and the hight of the minimum re-
mains unchanged for β > 4.84. This is due to the fact that for this system it
is not favorable to implement splitting. Notice that β > Wminκ/Wth = 4.84.
Shifting a little too much can obviously result in a different location and hight
of the minimum. β ≤ 4.84 for example may lead to a considerable loss in
efficiency. Since the above choice of weight window thresholds does lead to
the lowest possible value of f , we will simply call it the global minimum.

In the following, the result of a minimization with (α = 2, β = 9, Nsplit = 2)
will be shown. From section 5.3 we can see discontinuities in the cost function
located at weights

Wdisc = {1.1; 2.42; 5.324; 9.9; 10.648; 23.4256;< 43.56}

which means that the functions n(x,W ),M2(x,W ) are to be evaluated for
a total of seven different regions. Splitting occurs from weights higher than
Wsplit = βWth/κ = 9.9. The weight is bounded by the fact that a fragment
emerging from a splitting event should not split again at its next collision.

The functions n(x,W ),M2(x,W ) can be obtained by filling in the num-
bers in the equations from section 5.3. The variance Var(W ) and number of
collisions Nc(W ) can be calculated from Eq. (4.35) and Eq. (4.41), the results
of which are depicted in Fig. 6.2.

It is clear that the theory presented in previous chapters correctly repre-
sents the Monte Carlo results. The seven discontinuities are also distinctly
present. The variance reduction flattens out quite quickly whilst the number
of collisions keeps increasing with growing W , leading to a decrease in effi-
ciency. We can also clearly see a jump in the number of collision at W = 9.9,
above which splitting occurs.

From the number of collisions and variance, the cost function can be con-
structed through Eq. (4.44). This function, along with a detailed view around
the minimum and also results from Monte Carlo simulations, is depicted in
Fig. 6.3. The global minimum is found right at a weight discontinuity between
the Ng = 2 and Ng = 3 regions, Ng + 1 representing the number of collisions
necessary to attain a weight beneath the Russian roulette threshold Wth.

We can also see that apparently it is favorable from an efficiency perspec-
tive to let a particle collide three times (and no more) on average before playing
Russian roulette. Splitting is not favorable as the variance barely decreases
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Figure 6.2: The variance and number of collisions are displayed as a function of
initial weight W for the entire weight range. The Monte Carlo results were obtained
by computing 400 simulations at different starting weights with 107 particle histories
for each run.

Minimum w.r.t f(W ) Implicit Capture Analog
W 5.324 n.a n.a.
Var 4.360670595 · 10−4 3.40052854 · 10−4 3.071512766 · 10−3

Nc 3.545894494 51.33333335 1.703530999
f 1.546247785 · 10−3 1.745604651 · 10−2 5.232417211 · 10−3

Table 6.3: Summary of the analytical solution to the global minimization problem.
For comparison also the results for the analog and only implicit capture are depicted.

and the number of collisions increases quite substantially with W . For this
particular system we therefore might as well dispose of splitting altogether.
The results of the computations for this specific system are summarized in
Table 6.3. We can see from these results that for this particular system the
cost decrease with an optimal choice of weight window thresholds is roughly a
factor of 3.5 with respect to analog simulation. We can also see that implicit
capture (without Russian roulette as a means of low particle weight cutoff)
increases cost.

In an actual Monte Carlo simulation, where a particle would start a simu-
lation with a weight equal to one, the best choice of weight window thresholds
would be as in Table 6.4. Because splitting will never occur we could have
omitted both Wsplit and Nsplit in Table 6.4 but for sake of consistency they
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Figure 6.3: The cost function is displayed as a function of initial weight W for the
entire weight range and for the range around which the minimum in the cost function
can be found: Wmin = 5.324. The minimum occurs at the transition between the
Ng = 2 and Ng = 3 regions. The Monte Carlo results were obtained by computing
400 simulations at different starting weights with 107 particle histories for each run.

Wth = 0.0939
Ws = 0.1878
Wsplit > 0.4545
Nsplit = 2

Table 6.4: Weight window bounds in an actual Monte Carlo simulation, resulting
from the minimization of f(W ) for the finite, slab system.

are retained.
Further investigation would require spatial variations in weight windows,

combined with source biasing. These complications would render exact an-
alytical solutions obsolete and would require numerical solutions to the mo-
ment and number of collisions equations. Chapter 7 therefore deals with the
derivation of equations which may be suitable for implementation in existing,
deterministic neutron transport codes.

6.2 An infinite two-group system

For the infinite two-group system there are numerous variations on the system
parameters possible, but for brevity we will restrict ourselves to an interesting
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Σt1 = 1 cm−1 Σt2 = 1 cm−1

Σ11
s = 0.2 cm−1 Σ22

s = 0.4 cm−1

Σ12
s = 0.25 cm−1 Σ21

s = 0 cm−1

S1 = 0.7 S2 = 0.3
M11 = 0.5208333 M12 = 1.6666667
κ1 = 0.45 κ2 = 0.4
R = ψ2/Σt2 = 0.864583 Wth = 0.5

Table 6.5: Summary of the system parameters used for cost minimization in the
two-group, infinite system. The first moments and the response are also displayed.

case. The choice of system parameters is specified in Table 6.5. The absorption
is again quite high and 70% of the source neutrons are born in the first group.
The response represents the average flux in the second, thermal group. In this
way, the first moment M1g has a substantially different value for each group.
Because most particles are born in the first group but the adjoint is higher in
the second group, it is reasonable to expect that source biasing with a proper
function will be beneficial for the overall efficiency. First we will look at a
situation without source biasing.

The equations derived in section 5.4 may be applied to analyze the system
and to find a global minimum in the cost function. Several computations were
performed to explore the different choices of weight window thresholds. The
best result was found at W = 4.997925 with α = 2, β ≥ 4.5, γ = 1. γ repre-
sents the ratio between the first and second group windows γ = Wth1/Wth2,
which allowed us to express everything in terms of the second group window.
The minimization for α = 2, β = 9, γ = 1, along with Monte Carlo results, is
shown in Fig. 6.4. Splitting occurs in the second group above weights higher
than Wsplit2 = βWth/κ2 = 11.25 and in the first group for weights higher than
Wsplit1 = γβWth/κ1 = 10. γ = 1 makes sense in this situation as there is
no biasing and therefore, regardless of the group, the particle is born with a
weight equal to the initial weight W . Deviations from α = 2 again result in
a small change of the total minimal cost but α = 2 yields the best result. As
was the case in the finite system, splitting is to be avoided for both groups
and therefore β > Wminκ/Wth = 4.498. The efficiency gains from varying
these parameters are marginal for this particular situation (as was the case
for the finite one-group system) and the real gain comes from finding an op-
timal initial weight W or equivalently, an optimal choice of Russian roulette
threshold.

Source biasing with anything near the importance function Mg yields a
lower cost over basically the whole weight range. The best result is found for
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Figure 6.4: Results of a computation of the cost function with α = 2, β = 9, γ = 1
and no source biasing. The Monte Carlo results were obtained by performing 200
simulations at different weights, each with 107 particle histories.

a biasing function

Γ1 = 0.26
Γ2 = 0.74

which leads, using Eq. (3.10), to a biased source distribution of

S1 = 0.4504
S2 = 0.5495

This is quite close to the source distribution obtained when biasing with the
importance function, but definitely not exactly equal. For comparison, the
normalized adjoint in the second group equals M12/(M12 + M11) = 0.7619,
leading to S1 = 0.4216, S2 = 0.5783. Also note that for the infinite system
there is no distinction between the different importance functions, χ∗g = M1g.

Since, due to biasing, the initial neutron weight is modified, it is to be
expected that for optimal results γ 6= 1, because particles may be born outside
the window in that case. From manipulation of Eq. (3.12) it follows that
an optimal value for γ should in theory, with this particular choice of biasing
function, be γ = W 1/W 2 = 2.846 and indeed, this follows from the calculation
as well. It has to be said though that, as is the case for other weight window
parameters, small deviations from this number usually do not lead to cost
increases because γ determines where the discontinuities in the weight range
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Figure 6.5: Minimization of the cost with α = 2, β = 9, γ = 2.8461538, using the
best biasing function. The Monte Carlo results were obtained by performing 200
simulations at different weights, each with 107 particle histories.

Minimum w.r.t f(W ) Analog Non-biased Biased
W n.a. 4.5997925 10.8003422
Var 2.017361 0.3712423 0.09075254
Nc 1.739583 3.5684577 4.24249895
f 3.509368 1.3247624 0.38501757

Table 6.6: Summary of the analytical solution to the global minimization problem
for the infinite two-group system. The results of analog, best non-biased and optimal
biased simulations are shown.

of f(W ) occur. The minimization with optimal source biasing is depicted in
Fig. 6.5.

Implicit capture only, without Russian roulette, obviously has no meaning
in the infinite system as the variance would tend to zero and the number of
collisions would tend to infinity. The results for the minimizations with and
without bias, as well as analog results are shown in Table 6.6. As was the case
in the one-group system, the cost decrease with respect to analog simulation
in a non-biased simulation with weight windows isn’t dramatic. The cost
decrease with optimal biasing this time is roughly a factor 10, which shows
that group-wise source biasing can be an effective tool for efficiency boosting.

In an actual Monte Carlo simulation with optimal biasing, the weight
windows is as in Table 6.7.
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W 2 = 0.545946 W 1 = 1.553846
Wth2 = 0.046295 Wth1 = 0.13176
Ws2 = 0.092589 Ws1 = 0.263523
Wsplit2 = 0.416653 Wsplit1 = 1.18586

Table 6.7: Weight window bounds in an actual Monte Carlo simulation, resulting
from the minimization of f(W ) for the infinite, two-group system. The biased, initial
weights are also depicted.

Further investigation would require extending the theory to include more
energy groups. Another possibility is to examine more complicated systems
by means of modified deterministic transport codes. Chapter 7 therefore deals
with the derivation of equations which may be suitable for implementation in
such deterministic codes.



Chapter 7

Integro-differential forms

It has been demonstrated that the theory regarding a priori calculation of
variance and efficiency is correct and can be used to obtain an optimal choice of
weight window thresholds and biasing functions. In any realistic system there
is no hope of finding exact solutions to the variance and efficiency equations
and it is therefore necessary to be able to solve them numerically. Numerical
approximations may be attempted with Monte Carlo, employing the adjoint
Monte Carlo formalism of appendix B with additional modifications arising
due to the weight dependence. This may be possible in some cases, but will
likely lead to unacceptable computing times when treating realistic systems,
because the integrals that need to be solved are more complex than the actual
neutron transport problem to begin with.

Another option is to try to use existing deterministic neutron transport
codes. These codes solve an integro-differential form of the neutron transport
equation, Eq. (2.13). Usually they can also handle the equation adjoint to
Eq. (2.13). The equations that need to be solved to find an expression for the
efficiency of a Monte Carlo simulation, derived in chapter 4, are not in a form
that is suitable for direct implementation in such codes and therefore some
interpretation will be necessary. To better see what the differences and simi-
larities are between the equation that is solved with the existing deterministic
neutron transport codes and the relevant equations from chapter 4, it is first
necessary to transform the purely integral form to an integro-differential form.

As stated in the beginning of chapter 2, the purely integral form of neutron
transport, expressed in terms of the collision and emission density, can be
obtained from the integro-differential form by applying analytic techniques
[Bell and Glasstone, 1970]. The idea of the following derivations is that we
will first derive an integral equation from the integro-differential form. Once
the solution is obtained we will follow this route backward to arrive at a
result which allows an integral equation of a particular form to be written as
an integro-differential equation. Applying this result to the equations from
chapter 4 allows us to further investigate how to manipulate the existing

87
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deterministic neutron transport codes to cope with the integro-differential
form of, for example, the second moment equation or the number of collisions
equation.

The equations derived in chapter 4 contained operators with an adjoint
kernel K(P → P ′). As a consequence it is to be expected that the equivalent
integro-differential equation will also be of an adjoint form.

7.1 From integro-differential to integral form

Let us first state the adjoint Boltzmann equation

−Ω · ∇χ∗(P ) + Σt(r, E)χ∗(P )

=
∫

4π

∫
Σt(r, E)C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)χ∗(r, E′,Ω′)dE′dΩ′ + ηφ(P ) (7.1)

From Eq. (2.42) it becomes clear that the right hand side of Eq. (7.1) can be
rewritten to obtain

−Ω · ∇χ∗(P ) + Σt(r, E)χ∗(P ) = Σt(r, E)ψ∗(P ) (7.2)

For sake of simplicity we will assume that the total cross section is a constant.
The following derivation can also be done without this simplification but the
notation will become needlessly complicated and the final result remains un-
changed, [Bell and Glasstone, 1970].

Let us write r = r0 + sΩ, in which s = |r− r0| represents the path length
between the two positions r and r0. Taking the derivative of χ∗ with respect
to s we see that

dχ∗(r0 + sΩ)
ds

=
∂χ∗

∂x

dx

ds
+
∂χ∗

∂y

dy

ds
+
∂χ∗

∂z

dz

ds
= Ω · ∇χ∗(r) (7.3)

We may now rewrite Eq. (7.2) as

− d

ds
χ∗(r0 + sΩ, E,Ω) + Σtχ

∗(r0 + sΩ, E,Ω)

= Σtψ
∗(r0 + sΩ, E,Ω) (7.4)

Multiplying Eq. (7.4) by an integrating factor exp (−Σts), we get

− d

ds

(
χ∗(r0 + sΩ, E,Ω)e−Σts

)
= Σte

−Σtsψ∗(r0 + sΩ, E,Ω) (7.5)

Now integrate Eq. (7.5) from 0→∞

−
∫ ∞

0

d

ds

(
χ∗(r + sΩ, E,Ω)e−Σts

)
ds = χ∗(r, E,Ω)

=
∫ ∞

0
Σte
−Σtsψ∗(r + sΩ, E,Ω)ds (7.6)
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Figure 7.1: Volume element with local coordinates used for the volume integration.

in which we’ve replaced r0 = r.
It is convenient to write the right hand side of Eq. (7.6) as a volume

integral. To that end, local spherical coordinates (s,Ω∗) are introduced as in
Fig. 7.1. Using these definitions we may proceed to write Eq. (7.6) as

χ∗(r, E,Ω) =
∫

4π

∫ ∞
0

Σte
−Σtsψ∗(r + sΩ, E,Ω)δ (Ω−Ω∗)

s2dΩ∗ds
s2

(7.7)

Writing out the definitions from Fig. 7.1 results in

χ∗(r, E,Ω) =
∫

Σte
−Σtsψ∗(r′, E,Ω)δ

(
Ω− r′ − r

|r′ − r|

)
dV ′

|r′ − r|2
(7.8)

We could have taken into account the spatial dependence of the macroscopic
cross section by introducing an integrating factor exp

(
−
∫ s

0 Σt(r0 + s′Ω, E)ds′
)
,

in stead of exp(−Σts), before proceeding with Eq. (7.5). Taking the spatial
dependence into account we can see that the right hand side of Eq. (7.8)
contains the transition kernel adjoint to Eq. (2.16).

χ∗(r, E,Ω) =
∫

Σt(r′, E)exp

{
−
∫ |r′−r|

0
Σt(r + sΩ, E)ds

}

×
δ
(
Ω− r′−r

|r′−r|

)
|r′ − r|2

ψ∗(r′, E,Ω)dV ′

=
∫
T (r → r′, E,Ω)ψ∗(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ (7.9)

and that we have arrived at Eq. (2.41).
It is now time to follow the route backwards from integral to integro-

differential form.

7.2 From integral to integro-differential form

Consider an equation of the form

f(r, E,Ω) =
∫
T (r → r′, E,Ω)g(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ (7.10)
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and let us again assume, for sake of simplicity, that the total cross section is
independent of position. From Fig. 7.1, and like in Eq. (7.7) and Eq. (7.6)
we can write Eq. (7.10) as

−
∫ ∞

0

d

ds

{
f(r + sΩ, E,Ω)e−Σts

}
ds

=
∫ ∞

0
Σte
−Σtsg(r + sΩ, E,Ω)ds (7.11)

As this should hold for any value of Σt ∈ [0,∞) it is reasonable to assume
that the arguments under the integral are equal for any s in the domain of
integration and we can therefore write

− d

ds

(
f(r + sΩ, E,Ω)e−Σts

)
= Σte

−Σtsg(r + sΩ, E,Ω) (7.12)

from which we can see that.

−Ω · ∇f(P ) + Σt(r, E)f(P ) = Σt(r, E)g(P ) (7.13)

It is now possible to write an equation of the form Eq. (7.10) as Eq. (7.13).
The interrelation between f(P ) and g(P ) then determines what the final equa-
tion will look like.

The necessary boundary condition can be obtained from Eq. (7.10)

f(rb, E,Ωout) = 0 (7.14)

in which rb represents a boundary position and Ωout represents the outward
direction at rb.

7.3 The second moment equation
for collision estimators

The second moment of the score for a particle entering a collision at P , Eq.
(4.33), contains an integral over the second moment at a post-event weight
and two other ’source’ terms which, for notational convenience, are written
here as Λ(P,W ).

Λ(P,W ) = W 2I0(P ) + zN (P, κ(P )W )W 2Nsplit − 1
Nsplit

× κ(P )
∫
K(P → P ′)M2

1 (P ′)dP ′ (7.15)

Easing notation further by taking the event probabilities and the normaliza-
tion of the kernel together to form

z(P,W ) = κ(P )−1 {z1(P, κ(P )W ) +NzN (P, κ(P )W )} (7.16)
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Eq. (4.33) can be written as

M2(P,W ) = Λ(P,W ) + z(P,W )
∫ ∫

C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)

×Q(r, E′,Ω′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dE′dΩ′ (7.17)

In this form the transition kernel is contained in the quantity Q. Notice that

Q(r, E,Ω,W ) =
∫
T (r → r′, E,Ω)M2(r′, E,Ω,W )dV ′ (7.18)

and note that this is exactly, asides from the weight dependence, the same form
as Eq. (7.10). We can therefore proceed by stating the integro-differential form
directly as

−Ω · ∇Q(P,W ) + Σt(r, E)Q(P,W ) = Σt(r, E)M2(P,W ) (7.19)

Using the second moment definition from Eq. (7.17) we arrive at

−Ω · ∇Q(P,W ) + Σt(r, E)Q(P,W ) = Σt(r, E)Λ(P,W )

+ Σt(r, E)z(P,W )
∫ ∫

C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)

×Q(r, E′,Ω′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dE′dΩ′ (7.20)

with boundary condition

Q(rb, E,Ωout,W ) = 0 (7.21)

Assuming that we are able to solve for Q(P,W ), more on that issue in section
7.6, the only thing that remains is using Eq. (7.17) or Eq. (7.19) to obtain
the second moment of the score.

7.4 The number of collisions equation

For the number of collisions, Eq. (4.40), we write

n(P,W ) = ς(P ) + z(P,W )
∫ ∫

C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)

× F (r, E′,Ω′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dE′dΩ′ (7.22)

in which z(P,W ) is as in Eq. (7.16) and

F (P,W ) =
∫
T (r → r′, E,Ω)n(r′, E,Ω,W )dV ′ (7.23)
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is the form we are looking for. The full equation can therefore be written as

−Ω · ∇F (P,W ) + Σt(r, E)F (P,W ) = Σt(r, E)n(P,W )

= Σt(r, E)ς(P ) + Σt(r, E)z(P,W )
∫ ∫

C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)

× F (r, E′,Ω′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dE′dΩ′ (7.24)

with boundary condition

F (rb, E,Ωout,W ) = 0 (7.25)

Once F (P,W ) is obtained, n(P,W ) is calculated from Eq. (7.24).

7.5 Track-length estimators

The most commonly used estimator in practice will be a track-length esti-
mator. It is therefore necessary to treat the integro-differential form of the
second moment equation for the track-length estimator here. Recall that for
the derivation we looked at a neutron starting a flight rather than a neutron
entering a collision. This meant that, from Fig. 4.3, there was first a transition
from r to r′. Recall Pe = (r′, E,Ω) and write Eq. (4.53) as follows

M2tl(P,W ) =
∫
T (P → Pe)Stl(Pe)dV ′ +

∫
T (P → Pe)z(Pe,W )

×
∫ ∫

C(Pe → P ′)M2tl(P ′,W ∗(Pe, κ(Pe)W ))dE′dΩ′dV ′ (7.26)

from which the integro-differential form can immediately be obtained.

−Ω · ∇M2tl(P,W ) + Σt(r, E)M2tl(P,W ) = Σt(r, E)Stl(P,W )

+ Σt(r, E)z(P,W )
∫ ∫

C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)

×M2tl(r, E′,Ω′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dE′dΩ′ (7.27)

The boundary condition is

M2tl(rb, E,Ωout,W ) = 0 (7.28)

We see that the different interpretation of the adjoint kernels K(P → P ′)
and L(P → P ′) leads to a different interpretation of the equivalent integro-
differential equations for the respective second moments. The result of (7.27)
is actually more appealing than Eq. (7.20) as it is in closed form already;
solving the equation immediately returns the second moment. The integral
form, Eq. (4.53) was most definitely less appealing than Eq. (4.33).
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For the number of collisions equation, Eq. (4.56), derived for a particle
starting a flight we can write the following

−Ω · ∇ntl(P,W ) + Σt(r, E)ntl(P,W ) = Σt(r, E)ς(P )

+ Σt(r, E)z(P,W )
∫ ∫

C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)

× ntl(r, E′,Ω′,W ∗(P, κ(P )W ))dE′dΩ′ (7.29)

with boundary condition

ntl(rb, E,Ωout,W ) = 0 (7.30)

7.6 Practical implementation

There are several complications one faces when trying to obtain Var(W ) and
Nc(W ) by means of an algorithm, based on the possibility of solving the
moment and number of collision equations at a certain weight with an existing
deterministic neutron transport code.

First there is the choice which equations are the best starting point. While
the integral forms of the second moment equation and the number of collisions
equations for a particle entering a collision were more appealing than the
integral forms of the equations for a particle starting a flight, it is the other
way around for the integro-differential form. Asides from this fact there is the
possibility to treat both collision estimators and track-length estimators with
Eq. (7.27), given a proper choice of the scoring function ηψ(P, Pe). This is
not the case for Eq. (7.20) because it can only handle collision estimators.

Now suppose the second moment and number of collisions are available at
a certain weight. It is still a matter of evaluating the weighted integrals, for
example Nc(W ) =

∫
S1(P )n(P,W )dP , to obtain the variance and number of

collisions at a certain weight. Evaluating integrals containing the source of
first collisions is less appealing from a practical point of view as the physical
source will be available and the source of first collisions has to be calculated.

Calculating the source of first collisions can obviously be done by means
of a deterministic code. The integro-differential form follows from the results
obtained in previous sections quite readily

Ω · ∇S1(P ) + Σt(r, E)S1(P ) = Σt(r, E)S(P ) (7.31)

with boundary condition

S1(rb, E,Ωin) = 0 (7.32)

Comparing Eq. (7.31) with Eq. (2.13) we see that, in order to obtain a
solution, the correct source has to be given as input and scattering has to be
put to zero.
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The real difficulty lies in how to handle the weight dependence and how
to handle the modified collision probabilities. Deterministic codes solve an
equation of the form Eq. (7.1). The source is not an issue as it can simply
be specified for any weight. The collision kernel, however, has to be modified
according to

C̃(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′,W ) = z(P,W )C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′) (7.33)

In existing deterministic neutron transport codes like PARTISN [Alcouffe and
Baker, 2005], XSDRN [Green and Petrie, 1998], and DALTON [van Rooijen
and Lathouwers, 2007], energy dependence is treated in energy groups g and
discrete angles Ωm are used to treat angular dependence. Under the assump-
tion that only a scattering event produces neutrons at the new energy and
direction we can write the collision kernel as

C(r, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′) =
Σgg′
s (r)

Σg
s(r)

p(Ωm ·Ωm′ |g → g′) (7.34)

in which p(Ωm · Ωm′ |g → g′) represents the probability to have a change in
direction from Ωm to Ωm′ given a change in energy from group g to g′. The
scalar product stems from the fact that scattering usually only depends on
the scattering angle cosine Ωm ·Ωm′

Somehow we have to incorporate z(P,W ) in the group-scatter cross sec-
tions. Strictly, z(P,W ) may still depend on direction, but we will drop this
dependence as it will rarely be encountered in practice. We write a modified
group scatter cross section as

Σ̃gg′
s (r,W ) = z(r, g,W )Σgg′

s (r)

=
Σg
t (r)

Σg
s(r)

{z1(r, g, κ(r, g)W ) +NzN (r, g, κ(r, g)W )}Σgg′
s (r) (7.35)

The event-probabilities zN (r, g, κ(r, g)W ) and z0(r, g, κ(r, g)W ) need to be
calculated for a certain weight and possibly as a function of position. The
cross section library has to be modified subsequently to arrive at a proper
collision kernel.
Suppose this all works out, we can for example write Eq. (7.27) as

−Ωm · ∇ntl(r, g,Ωm,W ) + Σt(r, g)ntl(r, g,Ωm,W ) = ς̃(r, g,Ωm)

+
∑
g′

∑
m′

Σt(r, g)C̃(r, g → g′,Ωm → Ωm′ ,W )ntl(r, g′,Ωm′ ,W
∗) (7.36)

in which W ∗ = W ∗ (r, g,Ωm, κ(r, g)W ) and ς̃(r, g,Ωm) = Σt(r, g)ς(r, g,Ωm).
Despite Eq. (7.36) having the correct form to be solved by means of a

deterministic code, the issue of the pre- and post-event weights not being
equal remains.
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At this point suppose that there is a constant weight window (in both
energy and space), a constant κ and that always κ(P )Ws ≤Wth. Under these
restrictions Eq. (7.36) at survival weight, or any of the above equations for
that matter, can be written in the following form

−Ωm · ∇ntl(r, g,Ωm,Ws) + Σt(r, g)ntl(r, g,Ωm,Ws) = ς̃(r, g,Ωm)

+
∑
g′

∑
m′

Σt(r, g)C̃(r, g → g′,Ωm → Ωm′ ,Ws)

× ntl(r, g′,Ωm′ ,Ws) (7.37)

with boundary condition

ntl(rb, g,Ωm,out) = 0 (7.38)

This equation is self consistent, in the correct form and can therefore be
solved by means of a deterministic code. Once the solution of this equation is
obtained, solutions at any weight can in principle be obtained by going from
very low, approaching zero, weights to progressively higher weights. This is
due to the fact that the post-event weight W ∗ will always be equal to the
survival weight or lower than the pre-event weight, in which case the solution
is available. Obviously also the equations for the only implicit capture and
analog situations can be solved as there is no weight dependence present in
that case.

Omitting the restrictions regarding the energy and spatial dependence of
both weight window and non-absorption probability and also that κ(P )Ws �
Wth, will seriously complicate matters. We will not try to give an answer
here as to how these complications can be overcome. In chapter 5 a great
deal of effort went into solving issues like these. For general applications
one would need to devise a smart, automated algorithm to handle the weight
dependence.





Chapter 8

Discussion and Conclusions

8.1 Discussion

In chapter 4 the cost as a function of initial weight f(W ), a multiplication
of expected variance and number of collisions resulting from a single neutron
history, was introduced as a workable alternative to the Figure Of Merit.
The necessary moment and number of collisions equations were derived from
a probability score distribution, which proved to be a powerful and versatile
concept. Despite the fact that the most commonly used non-analog simulation
techniques were treated in this work, there are numerous other non-analog
techniques possible, all of which would require their own derivation of moment
and number of collisions equations. The formalism presented in chapter 4
should now make these derivations possible in most cases.

The derivations presented in chapter 4 were, however, concerned with fixed
source problems. Dealing with a fission source, in which case the neutron
transport equation becomes an eigenvalue equation for the effective multipli-
cation factor keff , will require some extensions of the theory in order to arrive
at an expression for the cost/efficiency of a simulation.

In practice, an initial fission source distribution is guessed, and after a
number of cycles this distribution converges to the correct distribution, [Sjen-
itzer, 2009]. Collisions of neutrons may lead to fission events which generate
the source for the next cycle. Despite this difference, once the correct eigen-
function is obtained we essentially still have a fixed source problem to which
the formalism presented in chapter 4 is applicable. As an approximation the
fission source may, for example, be calculated with an existing deterministic
neutron transport code and used as input. The generation of offspring will
not likely lead to complications1 in the derivation of moment and number of
collisions equations.

Exact analytic solutions to the variance and efficiency equations are dif-

1A splitting event may actually be considered as the production of offspring during a
collision, which allows the concepts from section 4.3 to be used for the treatment of fission.
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ficult, if not impossible, to obtain for any realistic simulation. Nevertheless,
exact solutions to equations describing the efficiency of a Monte Carlo simula-
tion in which the response is obtained with a collision estimator were found in
chapter 5 for the simplified two-directional transport model. Most work went
into solving issues arising from the fact that the equations contained different
pre- and post-event weights. The expressions derived in 5 were put to the test
in chapter 6. Numerous analytic computations were performed, all of which
matched the results from Monte Carlo simulations perfectly, giving full con-
fidence that the theory derived in chapter 4 is correct. The global minimum
of the cost function was established at a particular choice of weight window
thresholds.

From the investigation it followed that setting the weight window lower
bound (the Russian roulette threshold weight Wth) has the largest effect on
the overall cost/efficiency. The choice of survival weight and weight window
upper bound (the splitting threshold Wsplit) have a marginal influence on the
total cost. These parameters largely determine the discontinuities in the cost
function but do not lead to a dramatic increase/decrease in cost.

It was shown that in some cases splitting is to be avoided from an efficiency
perspective, leading to a lower bound for β (the ratio of the splitting and
Russian roulette threshold). The default value in the general purpose Monte
Carlo code MCNP for β is 5, which is quite close to the lower bound found for
both the one-group finite system and the two-group infinite system. This poses
the question if β = 5 will generally be best. α = 2, the ratio of the survival
weight threshold to the Russian roulette threshold, showed the best results
consistently. From the simple systems studied in this work it is impossible
to infer generalizations regarding the choice of parameters like α and β. It
does show that an optimal choice can, and should, be given for each particular
simulation and that the tools presented in this work allow to find an optimal
choice in principle.

For a two-group infinite system, section 5.4 and 6.2, exact expressions
were also obtained. The weight window was allowed to vary per group, which
required extra effort to treat all the subtleties arising from the weight depen-
dence of the equations. From a large number of computations it was shown
that the analytic results agreed fully with results from Monte Carlo simula-
tions and that in this case also an optimal choice of weight window thresholds
can be obtained by minimizing the cost function.

Source biasing computations were also performed, which interestingly showed
that biasing the source distribution with the adjoint flux is not necessarily the
best option. Further investigation is required because in practice, biasing the
source with the adjoint is an accepted strategy and it may turn out that this
is not optimal.

If source biasing is implemented, the initial neutron weight becomes a
function of phase space as well. The group wise effects have been studied and
showed that it is best to choose the group weight window such that the neutron
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should neither split nor play Russian roulette immediately at its first collision.
This is a confirmation of what is accepted in practice. Further investigation
is of course needed, especially of the spatial dependence.

Chapters 5 and 6 showed that in order to be able to use the theory in
practice, numerical approximations to the variance and efficiency equations
will be a necessity since analytic solutions are hard to come by.

The integro-differential forms derived in chapter 7 showed a number of
interesting things. The moment and number of collisions equations for a track-
length estimator (derived for neutrons starting a flight) have an appealing
integro-differential form, whereas the integral form was rather unappealing.
This observation is encouraging since track-length estimators are used most
frequently in practice. As a side note, a proper choice of scoring function
allows these expressions to be used for a collision estimator as well. It is
not hard to incorporate the modified collision probabilities, now a function of
weight, into a modified collision kernel. The efficiency of analog simulations
and simulations containing only implicit capture can be obtained with only
modest modifications.

The complications arising from the difference in pre- and post-event weights,
however, remain. In chapters 5 and 6 some examples were given as to how to
deal with these problems but the possibility of dealing with spatially varying
weight windows, common in practice, was not treated. An algorithm needs
to be devised to deal with this issue for the theory to be applied in a general
context. Once such an algorithm exists, cost minimization can be employed
to quickly initiate a particular simulation in an optimal way, general ’rules
of thumb’ like biasing the source with the adjoint flux and accepting default
parameters like β = 5 can be studied. Essentially, the efficiency of practi-
cally all neutron transport Monte Carlo simulations would benefit from the
development of such an algorithm.

8.2 Conclusions

• It is possible to obtain expressions for the a priori calculation of variance
and efficiency of a neutron transport Monte Carlo simulation for a variety
of non-analog simulation strategies.

• The formalism in which moment and number of collision equations are
derived from a probability score distribution allows for easy extension
to other simulation strategies and possibly to Monte Carlo applications
in other fields as well.

• It is best to start the derivation of the cost function at a neutron entering
a collision when using a collision estimator and at a neutron starting a
flight when using a track-length estimator.
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• Exact analytical expressions for the efficiency can be obtained for simple
systems. Any realistic system will render this possibility obsolete.

• The cost function can be used for the a priori optimization of weight win-
dow thresholds and for finding optimal source biasing functions. Numer-
ical results from actual Monte Carlo simulations show exact agreement
with the analytical results obtained in this work.

• For the practical implementation of the theory presented in this work
it will be necessary to devise an algorithm to cope with the weight de-
pendence in the integro-differential form of the moment and number of
collisions equations.

• Although it is impossible to infer generalizations from the two systems
studied in this work, it has been shown that one needs to tread care-
fully when accepting general rules of thumb like biasing with a specific
importance function or using default weight window thresholds, as it is
questionable if these rules of thumb will be best in a particular situation.

• The theory of cost minimization to optimize neutron transport Monte
Carlo simulation strategies a priori shows great potential and, if fu-
ture developments lead to a quick and automated algorithm to perform
(approximated) cost minimization, may significantly increase computa-
tional efficiency.
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Appendix A

Statistics and estimation

Some basic concepts from statistics and some notation used throughout this
work require introduction here. The notation is based on [Lux and Koblinger,
1991] and for a more extensive treatment the reader is advised to consult
[signal analysis, 1976].

A random variable represents the set of possible outcomes of some random
event, like throwing dice (discrete), or the size of a solar flare (continuous).
The probabilities associated with these outcomes are characterized by the
probability mass function pmf (discrete) or probability density function pdf
(continuous). Furthermore, any function of a random variable will itself be a
random variable.

Suppose that we consider a random variable S with associated pdf π(s).
The expected value of the process E[S] = 〈S〉π, or in light of applications in
chapter 4, the first moment M1, of this random variable is given by

E[S] =
∫
sπ(s)ds = M1 (A.1)

for the continuous case. The integral runs over the ensemble of possible out-
comes {s} and π(s)ds represents the probability to get an outcome of s in ds.
For the discrete case obviously

M1 =
∑
i

siπ(si) (A.2)

The expected value or first moment represents the average outcome of the
random event, described by the random variable S.

A measure for how much the outcomes of the random event will deviate
from the average is given by the variance Var(S).

Var(S) = E[{S − E[S]}2] = E[S2]− E[S]2 = M2 −M2
1 (A.3)

with the second moment M2 = E[S2]. Most outcomes of the random event
are expected to be within one standard deviation σ(S) =

√
Var(S) from the

expected value.
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The expectation value and variance or standard deviation are usually
enough to characterize the random event. It is possible to extend the the-
ory to higher moments, but this is irrelevant for the purposes of this work.

Suppose now that we only have N independent random observations si of
the random event and we want to know the expected value and the variance.
We can estimate E[S] with the sample mean estimator S̄

S =
1
N

N∑
i=1

si ≈ E[S] (A.4)

in which the approximate sign may be dropped as (N → ∞), a result better
known as the law of large numbers. This estimate is called unbiased;

Bias(S) = E[S̄]− E[S] = 0 (A.5)

since it delivers the expectation value on average.
The variance may be estimated from the limited number of samples as

well. An unbiased estimate of the variance is given by

V̂ar(S) =
1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

(
si − S

)2
=

1
N − 1


N∑
i=1

s2
i −

1
N

(
N∑
i=1

si

)2
 (A.6)

The devision by (N − 1) may be understood as loosing one degree of freedom
to the calculation of S.

The variance in the sample mean estimator is given by

V̂ar(S) =
1

N(N − 1)


N∑
i=1

s2
i −

1
N

(
N∑
i=1

si

)2
 =

V̂ar(S)
N

(A.7)

which shows that the variance in the mean scales with the number of samples.
This is another way of expressing the law of large numbers since, given enough
samples (N → ∞) the variance in the sample mean will tend to zero and
therefore the sample mean, if unbiased, will tend to the true mean.



Appendix B

Adjoint Monte Carlo

In particular situations, adjoint Monte Carlo may be much better suited to
estimate a response. The source and payoff functions are interchanged. There-
fore, problems in which the payoff function is nonzero in a small region of phase
space and the source is distributed over a large region in phase space, can in
principle much better be treated by adjoint Monte Carlo.

The adjoint equations Eq. (2.34) and Eq. (2.36) can in principle be solved
by means of Monte Carlo, but there are some complications arising from the
adjoint interpretation of the transport kernels. The adjoint transport kernel
in the form of a transposition of the forward kernel, L(P → P ′), is not well
suited for MC implementation. Rather, we need an adjoint kernel of the form
L∗(P ′ → P ), or more explicitly; we are looking for a transformation such that
we can play the adjoint game like a forward Monte Carlo game. The derivation
that follows can also be done starting from the kernel K(P → P ′), but since
the adjoint equations are so closely related this is more or less irrelevant for
the final result.

As stated we are looking for a relation such that the adjoint Monte Carlo
game can be played in a similar fashion as is the case in forward calculations.
For the adjoint kernel L we demand the following relation

L(P → P ′) ≡ T (r → r′, E,Ω)C(r′, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)
L∗(P ′ → P ) = T ∗(r′ → r, E,Ω)C∗(r′, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω) (B.1)

Next we will see that it is possible to show an equivalence between the trans-
posed transition kernel and the desired transition kernel. Recall Eq. (2.16)
and divide by the total cross section. After some manipulation and using the
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substitution s′ = |r − r′| − s we see

T (r → r′, E,Ω)
Σt(r′, E)

= exp
{
−
∫ |r′−r|

0
Σt(r′ − sΩ, E)ds

}δ(Ω− r′−r
|r−r′|)

|r − r′|2

= exp
{
−
∫ |r−r′|

0
Σt(r + s′Ω, E)ds′

}δ(Ω′ + r−r′

|r−r′|)

|r − r′|2

=
T (r′ → r, E,−Ω)

Σt(r, E)
(B.2)

From which we can obtain a reasonable choice for the adjoint transition kernel,
suited for Monte Carlo sampling

T ∗(r′ → r, E,Ω) = T (r′ → r, E,−Ω) (B.3)

This is a ’normal’ kernel, subject to the same normalization conditions as the
regular transition kernel. Given this particular choice for the adjoint transition
kernel we can see that apparently the adjoint ’particles’ move in the direction
opposite to their direction vector. Also from Eq. (B.2) the definition of the
adjoint collision kernel can be obtained

C∗(r′, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω) =
Σt(r′, E)
Σt(r, E)

C(r′, E → E′,Ω→ Ω′) (B.4)

Note that this kernel is generally not normalized. Together with the definition
of the collision kernel from Eq. (2.17) we now arrive at a transport kernel
which, subjected to the right normalization conditions, can be sampled for
MC purposes by first sampling the adjoint collision kernel for (E,Ω) and
afterwards selecting a new collision site r from the adjoint transition kernel.

L∗(P ′ → P ) =
T (r′ → r, E,−Ω)Σt(r′, E)

Σt(r, E)
C∗(r′, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)

=
T (r′ → r, E,−Ω)

Σt(r, E)

×
∑
A

∑
j

Σj|A(r′, E)cj|A(E)pj|A(E → E′,Ω→ Ω) (B.5)

Although Eq. (B.5) might not seem as a direct improvement, it can be
put to good use when the following transformation is made

χ̃(P ) = Σt(r, E)χ∗(P ) (B.6)

ψ̃(P ) = Σt(r, E)ψ∗(P ) (B.7)

This transformation makes sense from a physical point of view as well since
the new function ψ̃(P ), for example, will behave more like an event density,
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in stead of a flux like quantity which is less suited for Monte Carlo implemen-
tation. We also see the factor Σt(r, E) in the denominator of Eq. (B.5).

The transformed equation for the transformed adjoint quantity, with re-
spect to Eq. (2.36), can be written as

χ̃(P ) = fχ(P ) +
∫
L̃∗(P ′ → P )χ̃(P ′)dP ′ (B.8)

in which

fχ(P ) = Σt(r, E)ηχ(P ) (B.9)

The transformed kernel is written as

L̃∗(P ′ → P ) =
Σt(r, E)
Σt(r′, E′)

L∗(P ′ → P ) = T (r′ → r, E,−Ω)

×
∑
A

∑
j

Σj|A(r′, E)
Σt(r′, E′)

cj|A(E)pj|A(E → E′,Ω→ Ω′) (B.10)

The only thing missing now is proper normalization of collision part of the
kernel. The normalization factor is given by

N∗(P ′) =

∫ ∫ ∑
A

∑
j Σj|A(r′, E)cj|A(E)fj|A(E → E′,Ω→ Ω′)dEdΩ

Σt(r′, E′)

=
Σ∗(r′, E)
Σt(r′, E)

(B.11)

The new quantity Σ∗ appearing in Eq. (B.11) is called the adjoint cross
section. It has some rather special characteristics which go beyond the scope
of this thesis. A full treatment of the adjoint cross section can be found in
Hoogenboom [1977]. Adjoint simulation can now be done by selecting (E,Ω)
from the normalized ’adjoint’ collision kernel

C∗N (r′, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω) =∑
A

∑
j

Σj|A(r′, E)
Σ∗(r′, E)

cj,A(E)pj,A(E → E′,Ω→ Ω′) (B.12)

and selecting new collision sites from the transition kernel
T (r′ → r, E,−Ω). From Eq. (2.39) we see that fχ(P ) acts as a source of first
collisions

fχ(P ) =
∫
fψ(r′, E,Ω)T ∗(r′ → r, E,Ω)dV ′ (B.13)
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in which fψ(P ) = Σt(P )ηψ(P ). From Eq. (2.41) and Eq. (2.42) we can deduce
the following pair of equations for the transformed adjoint densities

ψ̃(P ) = fψ(P )

+
∫
N∗(r, E′)C∗N (r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)χ̃(r, E′,Ω′)dE′dΩ′ (B.14)

χ̃(P ) =
∫
T (r′ → r, E,−Ω)ψ̃(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ (B.15)

For completeness and to see the striking resemblance with the forward
situation, Eq. (2.21) and Eq. (2.24), let us express the transformed quantities
in terms of themselves at other points in phase space by manipulating the
equation pair, Eq. (B.14).

ψ̃(P ) = fψ(P ) +
∫
T (r′ → r, E′,−Ω′)

×N∗(r, E′)C∗N (r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)ψ̃(r′, E′,Ω′)dP ′ (B.16)

χ̃(P ) = fχ(P ) +
∫
N∗(r′, E′)C∗N (r′, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)

× T (r′ → r, E,−Ω)χ̃(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ (B.17)

from which we can see that ψ̃ takes on the role of the forward emission density
χ and χ̃ takes on the role of the forward collision density ψ.

The response can be expressed in terms of the transformed densities as
follows

R =
∫
S(P )

χ̃(P )
Σt(P )

dP =
∫
S1(P )

ψ̃(P )
Σt(P )

dP (B.18)

Now that we’ve seen how to treat transport the only thing that remains
is the source density. Other than the fact that fψ need not be normalized
this should given no complications. One can sample the normalized pdf
fψ(P )/

∫
fψ(P )dP and simply multiply the final result by

∫
fψ(P )dP .

The series expansion solution of the type two Fredholm integral equation
pair, Equations (B.14) is the following

ψ̃0(P ) = fψ(P ) (B.19)

χ̃0(P ) =
∫
T (r′ → r, E,−Ω)ψ̃0(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ (B.20)

i+ 1 = 1, 2, ...,∞

ψ̃i+1(P ) =
∫
N∗(r, E′)C∗N (r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)χ̃i(r, E′,Ω′)dE′dΩ′ (B.21)

χ̃(P )i+1 =
∫
T (r′ → r, E,−Ω)ψ̃i+1(r′, E,Ω)dV ′ (B.22)

which directly leads to the Monte Carlo procedure for adjoint transport, de-
picted in Table B.1.
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Do for N ’particles’ from j = 1...N
set i = 0 and proceed until leakage or absorption

1: Sample fψ(P )/
∫
fψ(P )dP for initial coordinates (r0, E0,Ω0)

2: Possibly score at an emission
3: Sample T (ri → ri+1, Ei,−Ω)i for next collision site ri+1

4: Possibly score at a collision
5: Multiply weight by N∗(ri+1, Ei)
6: Sample C∗N (ri+1, Ei → Ei+1,Ωi → Ωi+1) for (Ei+1,Ωi+1)

Set Pi = (ri+1, Ei+1,Ωi+1) and return to 2:
Determine R̂j from the score collected during history j
and proceed with the next history

Table B.1: Monte Carlo procedure for adjoint, non-analog transport.
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Coefficients

Let I0(x) = A0 +A1 cosh(kx) with

A0 = η2
φ

{
2
k2
− 1

Σ2
t

}
A1 = −η2

φ

2
k2

Σs

k sinh(kb) + Σt cosh(kb)

and let

l =
√

Σ2
t − Σ2

s

From which the coefficients can be expressed more easily as

Ca0 =
Σ2
t

k2
A0

Ca2 = −Σt
Σs

2k
A1

Ca1 =
Σt (A0 − Ca0) + sinh(kb) (kA1 − ΣtbCa2 − Ca2) + cosh(kb) (ΣtA1 − bkCa2)

k sinh(kb) + Σt cosh(kb)

Ci0 =
Σ2
t

l2
A0

Ci2 = − Σs

k2 − l2
A1

Ci1 =
Σt (A0 − Ci0) + sinh(kb)kA1 − sinh(lb)lCi2 + cosh(kb)ΣtA1 − cosh(lb)ΣtCi2

k sinh(kb) + Σt cosh(kb)
CM0 = Ca0

CM2 = Ca2

CM1 = Ca1
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